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DONE WITH
THE JURY
•
-Judge Reeil Will Dismiss
Panel Next Monday
In Court.
EXCELLENT RECORD THIS TERM
- 
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN-
TUCKY SUED PERRY BRY-
ANT ON NOTES GIVEN
TO SECURE BOND
Lawyers
Filed
Flournoy and Harrison
Suit Against The
Democrat Publishing.
 ,
Company.
Judge Reed. of the circuit court:
will next Monday dismiss the petitjurors who have served during pres-
ent civil session which began several
weeks ago. This term has been an
extraordinary on as regards com-
plete dispatch of business, which has
characterized the judge ever lied
coming on the borsch a year or two
ago. He had sixty actions docketed
for the juries to hear, and of this
number fifty-three were tried, and
only seven issues are left upon
the book unheard. This is an un-os•
. usually good record.
Today the jury comes back to try
the case before it, and then Monday,
when he dismisses the panel, thejudge will commence hearing per.
• sonally the rentainder of the suits
• which are on that side of the docket
Yesterday's Business.
Yesterday the court took up the
• suit of Effie Leigh against the Citi-
ren's Saving bank, and all the evi-
dence has been heard and arguments
• made, but the litigation will not be
given the jury until this morning.
The plaiatiff claims she has paid
cff a debt owing the bank, but the
latter refOSOS to cancel the mortgage
- held upon her property at Fourth
and Kentucky avenue She sties to
• force them to surrender the mort-
gage and leave the land, clear of in-
- sombrance
A divorce was granted in the suit
of Kirby vs Kirby, and also that of
Harrison Shelby against Annie
Shelby.
A continuance was granted in the
suit of Freiberg and Kahn against
Edward Pearson, wherein plaintiff
claims defendant owes them money
for goods sold Pearson.
bond Notes Sued On.
Yesterday in circuit court suit was
filed by the commonwealth of Ken-
tucky against Perry Bryant for$302 yo claimed due upon a bond.
which Bryant forfeited.
Bryant was indicted in the circuit
court upon the charge of breaking
into Wallerstein's cl6Thing establish-
ment where he was caught one nigiff
by Detective Moore. He gave bond
of $300. with Charles Emery as sure-
ty. When his case was called for
trial he did not appear and the bond
was ordered paid into the court. In
the meantime he gave notes, with
W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., ma surety, and
these notes were transferred to' the
commonwealth's attorney, John G.
Lovett. who now sues Bryant for
nt-theirt-
STOLEN HORSE
RECOVERED
Thief Who Stole Black's
Horse Seen Here Yes-
terday.
Sued On Note.
Milton Mills filed suit against W.
J. Smith and George W. Weisner for$63.00 claimed Idne as bal-
ance upon a real estate deal
wherein Mills sold property to the
sobers.
Newspaper Sued. •
Yesterday in the quarterly court
tawyers Campbell Flournoy and
Tom B. Harrison filed suit against
the Democrat Publishing company
'for a Lalance of $55 claimed due
upon a $75 fee they contend due
them for representing the News-
Democrat in the mandamus suit
sled several years ago against
city as a result of a controversy
the delinquent tax list.
1••••••••••••••0
Action Dismissed.
Judge T-ightfoot yeettrday
missed the warrant charging
'tinkle with building a fence ac
a public road in the county. Tinkle
had constructed the fence across thepublic highway, but it was shqwohe did not do it with the object of
obstructing the thoroughfare to Wi-lk trafk. • i
DAYLIGHT ROBBERY OF FIELDS
MELOAN AND Wm, MANS-
FIELD BOTH SHOWED UP
YESTERDAY AFTER
DAYS' ABSENCE.
Two Suspect Caught Down About
Ogden, and Locked Up on
Charge of Robbing
Postoffice.
Mr. 0. T. Black, of the Barlow
section, telephoned Chief James
Collins yesterday that he had recov-
ered his horse down about Wood-
ville, therefore the Paducah author-ities need not longer keep a look-
out for the beast, like he had re-
quested of them.
Mr. Black reported that he traced
a stranger to near Woodville with
the horse, attached to a buggy thdt
had been stolen also. The thief had
about disposed of the rig, when helearned Mr. Black was hot on his
trial, and he quickly decamped,- de-
serting the outfit, which was recov-
ered by the respective owners. Mr.
Black gave a decription of the man
who got the horse, and it answered
minutely with that man Courtney
Long saw on Broadway yesterday
about noon, but the latter did notknow he was the party wanted un-
til after getting to headqquartere
and noting the description. He
started on a hunt then, but the sus-
pect had apparently gotten away,
as he could not be located.
Gambling Charged.
English Pitman, jonn Banks, Tay-lor Marshall, Black Kinky, LipTerry, George Taylor, Porter Jones
and Ed Dumas, all colored, wer•
arrested yesterday by Officers Hes-
sian and Dugan and locked up on
the charge of gambling
Breaches of Ordinance.
Grover U. S. Walston of Eleventh
and Norton streets, was arrested
yesterday by Officer Henry Singery
on a warrant charging him with
violating the city ordinances, by per-
mitting water to flow from his place
of business into the street.
Hawkins and son, the corn and
grain dealers of South Second street
near Kentucky avenue, were arrested
by Officer Lige Cross, on a warrant
charging them with . permitting an
accummulation of manure to lie be-
hind their place of business in tit,
tZ:jaalleyway. It was intended tot these people two weeks ago,
but by mistake the warrant was is-
sued against Hawkins brothers, the
confectioners of Broadway near
Fifth, and the error was not discov-
ered until after Judge Sanders had
heard nearly all the evidence in the
ease. Now the right parties are
gotten after
Young M. D. Takes Poison
On Train Because Fiancee
Married Aaer Man
Bold Robbery.
Mr. Fields, who works far the
Paducah Transfer company, and re-
sides 2nt
 on 
 
Husbands
 
str_ett,_yeaters
ay reported to Capt. Frank Harlan
that some bold intruder had slipped
into his home shortly after noon
yesterday and stole $ts from hia
pants pocket, while he lay asleep
across a bed.
Mr. Fields was taking a nap after
partaking of dinner, and laid off his
clothing MI the bedroom. His wife
was in another portion of the house,
and wheh the husband awoke he
found that someone had slipped in
the door while he slumbered, taken$15. and decamped, leaving the
pocket turned wrong-side-out. The
thief did not bother his fine watch
that was in the vest hanging close to
the pantaloons. It is about the bold-
est daylight theft reported to the
authorities recenly.
Meloan Returned.
Mr. Terry Meloan, the helper in
the blacksmith shops at the I. C.
shops, yesterday morning returned
omefind it.devoloped he had Wed-
esday night gone with a party of
friends on a fishing trip to Jacobs
lake, without notifying his family.
They though he had met foul play,
and notified the police who looked
(COW41•Old OR pap
1 2
Dispatcher William Hills of the N. C. and St. L, libeadquarters officehere, yesterday received a message stating that Dr. 'Graves. of BethelSprings, Tenn., had died at Wildervilk, Tenn., of the stric.hnyne he tookwith suicidal' intent Wednesday upon the N. C. nd St. L., passenger traingc:s :iere at 8:15 o'clock at night.
Dr. Graves was raised at Wildervle, Tenn of the strychnine he tookpracticing medicine. He was engaged to marry prominent young ladyof Wilderville and 1st Wlednesday went to that place for the marriage,but discovered that his fiancee had dserted him and gone off to wed an-other. The doctor jumped aboard the N. C. Se St. L. train went to Jack-son, Tenn., got the poison, and catching the next train out towards Pa-ducah with Conductor Austin in charge, took his seat. In a few momentshe took the strychnine, was very sick ,and another doctor aboard tried tosave him, but Dr. Graves denied talaing the poison, and refused to let theother administer antidotes. By this time the train was back at Wilder-ville which is a few miles from Paducah. Conductor Austin had the phy-sician taken off for attention. The doctors worked with him for hours,but the report sent the headquarters office here last evening stated Dr.Graves had died.
.He was a very prominent young physician of that section, while hiefiancee comes of . an excellent familly.
Mr. Robert Patterson Has Exciting
Encounter With a Mad Dog
THE BRUTE. WITH FLAMING EYES AND FROTHING MOUTH,REPEATEDLY SPRANG AT HIM. AND WAS FINiALLYKILLED BY A GARDEN RAKF..
MT. Robert J. Patterson, of 1123 Jefferson street, had quite an ex-citing experience early last evening with a mad dog in the alley behindhis home, and he finally slew the canine with a large yard rake.Mr. Patterson had been out driving with his wife and on returninghome, drove up the alley to enter the stable in the rear of his.home.He encountered the dog in the alleyway, and while he was getting outof the rig, the canine sprang at him several times. Mr. Pattersondrove the animal off and paid but little attention, then not thinking itwas mad. The dog kept coming, however, and looking closely he saw.the dog was frothing at the mouth, and foain flecked his entire body.Realizing the brute was mad, Mr. Patterson rushed into the yard andg•abed up a rake. The dog was right at bis heels, and the gentlemancommenced delivering blow after hfritig on the head of the canine, whichwas beaten to death. The dog was of the cur species and came nearbiting Mr. Patterson several times. 
' . -
RUSSIAN GOVERN/an
MUST SURRENDIIR OR FIGHT
LIMN MW
THERE BE PEACE OR WAR BE CROWNPEOPLE?—REPLY OF THRONE CA TED TO CZAR---118-SPONSE AWAITED WITH ANXIETY.
P•'.." I ,
St. Petersburg. May 18.—The criti-
cal moment which will decide wheth-
er there will be peace or war be-
tween the crown and the people ap-
parently arrived with the adoption by
the lower house of parliament last
night of its reply to the speech from
the throne.
President h(ourmtseff has gone to
Peterhof to present the reply to the
emperor and his majesty's response
is awaited with great anxiety. Popu-
lar opinion considers that the govern-
ment has no option between surren-
der of war. Nevertheless, while
events during the past week followed
each other with extreme rapidity the
issue now raised is not likely to be
decided quickly.
Gain Time.
The Russians generally believe that
the emperor's court and government
undoubtedly have been dazed by the
blunt, direct fashion with which par-
liament has spoken out, and their
policy naturally will be to gain time.
The emperor personally is in a
beneficent- -kerne-of-
present will not listen-to the counsels
of those who advise him to dissolve
parliament and fight. Nevertheless
he is resolved not yield anything like
all that parliament demand's.
It safely can be predicted, there-
fore, that he will pursue a temporiz-
ing policy with partial amnesty as the
first sop thrown to the country. The
Constitutional Democratic leaders
whose programme would be ups.O by
the dissolution of parliament, are
quite as anxious as the emperor to
avoid the precipitation of a conflict.
Would Be Victory.
They would regard the failure of
the government to declare wain- as a
big preliminary victory, of which
they count to strengthen themselves
in the country, before the final battle
opens.
That the court reactionists, headed Just as the Register goes to
by Gen. Trepoff, are ,seeking in ev-
ery way possible to influence the em-
peror to fight is apparent by the dis-
covery made by the Rech of a
secret circular sent to the governors,
instructing them .to have the "Black
Hundred" organizations immediately tion could not be made. The blazedispatch to the emperor protests
against amnesty and the aboliation of i waR
the death penalty. These have beenithe city.
-#-1,41'14811
flowing ato Peterhoff from all direc-tions, ov;e1:fty being printed in theOfficial se age r today.
Demonstrations.
Dispatches from the interior reportdemonstrations in front of the prisonsin all parts of Russia in favor of the
release oUthe political prisoners. AtSimferopol troops surrounded theprison where the political prisoners
were making a demonstation andfired at them through the windows.
In St. Petersburg the political pris-
oners *waking transportation at thedeporting prison bung out red flags
from the windows am! sang the
"Mlareeillaise" throughout the Merl
while crowds outside joined in the
revolutionary song.
WIFE COULDN'T
KEEP A SECRET.
Se. Louis Nan Asks Divorce Be-
cause use "Gave Away" His
Btisinesa,_
St. Louts. May rff—Justice P.
Siebert based his claim for a divorce
from Emma Siebert today on theinability -4 a woman to keep a
secret Kt said he started in busi-
ness for himself in Milwaukee, but
was ruined because his wife continu-
ally talked 'shop," giving .away hi'
secrets, to her brothers, who were
in the same line Judge McTlhinney
will deliver an opinion on the case
Monday.
BIG BLAZE BELOW
ROWUNDTOWN
press the fire department it called
to a big blaze below Rowlandtown.
Effort was made to lean something
definite over the 'phone, but connec-
visible from the central part of
' 
^71.7111.91.9s,...-wfr,
 •
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INSTRUCTORS
TO BE CHOSEN
School Committee One Night
Next.
 Week Selects
T,•-•
FULL BOARD RATIFIES SELECTION
SUPERINTENDENT OF COUN-
TY SCHOOLS BILLINGTON
EXAMINED APPLICANTS
FOR CERTIFICATES.
Meeting Last Evening By Com-
mittee Preparing for Recep-
tion for This Years'
Graduates.
'FLUSHING
SWEEPER
One To Be Sent On Trial
By a St. Louis
Fzctory.
Some evening next week a meet-ing will be held by the school com-
mittee of the board of education forthe purpose of selecting the list ofteachers who are to be employed as
the corps of instructors for the next
scholastic term, commencing th•
second Monday of September. The
committee intended to 'hold a meet-ing a night or two ago, but the priv-
ate business of several obviated this
and they agreed to get rogether next
week and make out the list.
The committee goes over the ap-plications for positions and selectsthose desired for employment andturns down the balance. After mak-ing their committee selectioni, they
rTport to the full board/ at the June
meet'ng the first Tuesday of that
month, and their choices are ratified
and employment contracts enteredinto with those named.
One of the trustees yesterday said
that a ism nloppges would be made
and that the 'new teachers to take
the places of the old ones, had
about been decided upon. although
all were not filled. The committee,in talking the matter over inform-
ally, have reached agreements in
several respects pertaining to this,
and at their meeting next week'
everything will be settled. They saythe belief is that improvements canbe made in some respects, and as the
education of the coming generationis at stake, these changes have tobe effected. The committee selects
only the teachers, as the superin-
tendent and peincipsia were all
elected some weekt since.
County Examinations.
Yesterday Supt. Samuel J Billing-ton of the county public schools,held an examination at his officein the county courthouse of partiesdesiring certificates which permit
their teaching in the county educa-
tional institutions. Those taking
the examinations are Ica Veaucasdic
and sister of he Lovelaceville sec-
tion; Victor Wallace of Marshall
county; Maggie Harrison of the
Lone Oak vicinity; Bessie Billington
of the same section; Nettie Perkins
of near Lamont; Anne Hutchinson
cf pear Lovelaceville; Mr. Cargle of
near Melber. They finished answer-
ing on paper, the questions pro-
pounded to them yesterday, and now
the superintendent and examining
board is going over the documents
to see how many questions were an-
swered correctly_ and in this_
arrive at the percentage made.
Graduates' Entertainment
Last evening the entertainment
committee of the Paducah Alumni
association held a meeting at the
Carnegie library, on Ninth and
Broadway, and talked over the de-
tails for the social affair to he
given this years' graduates of the
high schools. It was definitely
decided that the entertainment
should be given the evening of
Friday, June 8th, in the rooms of the
Eagle Home on Sixth and Broad-
way. It will be a reception, at
which time an orchestra will furnish
music for the ottasion and' delicious
refreshments served, but no muscale
and literary programme will be pre-
eented, the features in music being
by the orchestra. The graduates of
this year are the honored guests,
while the invitation to the gathering
will be restricted so as to include
only those who have graduated from
the Paducah schools, no matter
how many years back.
There are a few matters not yet
settled for the recepton, and Chair-
man Richard Scott of the committee,
will have another meeting at the
library next Tuesday evening, to
complete the preparations.
FORCES DIRT OFF THE STREET
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE
COMPANY AUTHORIZIED
TO EXTEND ITS LINE
THROUGH SOUTH
SIDE.
The Board of Works Refused to
Let Mr. Lindsay Have the
City's Steam Street
Roller.
Yesterday afternoon.
 at the calledmeeting of the boiled of • publicworks, that body accepted the propo-sition of Mr. Posey, of the St. LouisStreet Cleaning and Flushing Ma-chine company-, relative to sendinghere one of the street flushing and
'cleaning machines manufactured bythat company. He agreed to send itover fp._•• a period of thirty days, andhave along with it an experiencedman to instruct the Paducah officialsin the use of the apparatus. Thenat the end of that period if theboard of works does not want to buythe machine they can ship it hack tothe factory, the only expense at-tached being payment by this muni-cipal government of the freight bothways. If the city does want to buyMr. Posey will sell the machine for$1,000, and the auxiliary air plantfor lip. On the proposiition Wayaccepted by the board of works Mr.Posey returned home to get the
machine ready for shipment and say/it will be here about the last ofnext week, ready for use.
The machine is of the kind hauledby two horses, and takes a man to
operate. It has a water tank inside,
sufficient to hold 3oo gallons. whilethe balance of the space is devotedto the air force of the interior. Whenthe valves are opened on the wagon,which looks just like a street
sprinkler, the air inside forces the
water through the pipes with such
'force that she dirt on a street isblown and washed to one side whereit flows into the storm sewers andis carried to the river. The watertank has to be filled four times inevery block, while two blocks anhour can be cleaned. The flow ofthe water on the streets preventsany dust, and the air following inthe 'flow drives the dirt to each sideof the thoroughfare.
Yesterday Mr. Poser stated to theboard of works that his company putin a bid to the city authorities atWashington, D. C., to clean the pub-lic thoroughfares of the nationalcapitol at IS cents per block foreach time swept. A man doing thecleaning by hand underbid them andgot the contract. but . Mr. Poses(made this statement in order teshow how cheap the streets can becleaned by his machines. IT. wantedto do the work at Washington for
&S--eents--per-bfacir,
city of Paducsh -is now paying 66dents per block and furnishes all the
machines, the contractor doing the
work simply supplying the men andteams. The board of works mem-bers believe they can save the en-tire cost of the machine in two years
time. This apparatus is for the
street work already being done, andis not for the enlarged .street clean-ing departmert the board of workshas recommended to the city legis-lators that the latter inaugurate.
The independent telephone com-pany, during yesterday's board meet-ing, was given permission to extendits line through the South Side oftown, leading out towards the Men-
ton road in the county. The com-
pany, when it comes to placing its
poles for the extension, will have tofife a plat with the board, showing
the exact point the poles go. Theboard at that time dteldes whether
the poles can be placed at the points
designated or have them changed.
As regards the request of this com-
pany that they he permitted to put
poles out Tennese front Sixteenth
street to the Mayfield road, this owl
referred to City Engineer Washing-
ton to see if it would Is best
114.41. • -
.•••
DECORATION DAY
CEREMONIES
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
SELECTED MAY 27TH •
AS DATE.
An impressive Service Will Be Car-
ried Out in Presence of Hun-
dreds of Brothers and
Friends.
The Woodmen of the World of
This city, have decided to hold thei:
decoration day ceremonies Sunday,
May 27th' at which time they will
h?. out several hundred strong pay-
ing their sad tribute of floral re-
spect to the departed brethren. This
date has been chosen by the .two
lodges of this city and committees
by each respective body to work to-
gether in outlining the programme.
The lodges will meet at their
halls, Jersey camp at Fourth and
Elizabeth street, Olive camp on
North Fourth. The former body
marches down into the 'city where
they join Olive camp, and all then
proceed to Oak Grove cemetery
where the graves of the departed
brethren will be decorated with
flowers. During the afternocrn a
general eulogistic address will be
made by several speakers, and an
impressive ceremony conducted.
The Woodmen have about Roo
members in this city, and numerous
affiliates are buried in the cemetery
here, and also in some of the rural
burying grounds, the latter of which
will also be visited by the surviv-
ing brothers on decoration day.
ENJOYING HIMSELF
MAYOR YEISER SENDS HIS
FRIENDS MANY COMIC
CARDS.
Lady With Mouse Has Been Keep-
ing Him Awake, While He in-
dicates Desire to Slay
Automobilists.
Mayor Yeiser is enjozing himself,
at French Lick Springs, Ind., and
during his spare moments mailing
his many fr'ends here numbers of
the comic postal cards that have be
such a fad over the country.
One of them reaching The Register
showed a dainty little woman
perched up on a chair with skirts.
rzised somewhat, getting out of She
way of a rat which can be .,seen
upon the floor. On the
card the mayor says "I was kept •up
last night" but it is not know'q
whether he means by this that ,b,
was helping, the scared lady„ catch
the rat, or whether he was in azi ad•joining room and had his Chriatieei
slumbers disturbed by screarns...,as
the lady and rat chased each. other
around her private boudoir.
Another card, one the mayor sent
'Acting Mayor Oscar Souks. ;epre-,
Rented a policeman standing Out .in
the street with a big club which.
'he was wildly waving at an antotry-i-•
bile racer, trying to get him .tp stopdriving his machine so fast. 90 thiM.
card Mr. Mayor wrote his substitute
to "Keep your eye on the gun." Itis presumed by this that Dr. 'Ytlier
wants Mr. Starks to shoot every
automobilist going very fast, beta's/cc
the mayor has not lost much love on
owners of the machines sine 'tint
Sunday morning while lie was en
Toute to his regular seat in church,
a machine came flying around the
corner and Arne near cutting off
tail of his Sunday-Go-To-Meetin
coat. He claims he dislocated onejoint of his vertabre while jumping
tack out of the way of the flying
'devil wagon."
The mayor is enjoying himself
_hug ely- with-
the vacation will greatly benefit h4
health.
The jug Trade.
The court of appeals has rendered
a far searching decision against ex-
press companies that will practically
break, up the "jug trade" in Ken-
tucky. The court affirmed the judg-
ment of the Knox circuit court in
five cases of the Adams 'Express
Company against the commonwealth SUNDAY RIVER OUTINGand two of rhe same on appeal from A fine pleasure trip is offerred theLaurel circuit court. Judge Barker people of Paducah Sunday, Maydelivered the opinion of the coatt. both, by the steamer George Cowl-Appellant was indicted by the grand ing. The boat leaves wharf at 9:3ojury of the counties for violathig *."m. for Metropolis, and at 2 p. m.the prohibition law preVailing there- for Metropolis and Joppa. WhiteIn by carrying whiskey into the cone- People only. Returns at 6:31) p. ni.ties' for a consignor ontsine• ,fin Ound trip, 25 cents,state, who shipped it for the perpOie
of selling it after it reached its des- `Special Rates to Nashville, Tenn.tination. The court latloW held tip- -Via Nashville, Chattanooga & St.pellant guilty. In affirming the high- Louis Railway, Mlay 2oth to 26thCr entire says the transaction was not 1o06. account J. W. Thomas Memori-itter-state commerce; that appellant si Festival.
companA cannot shelter itself under $5 25 for rohnd trip which includesits comnion law duty as a common -one admission to atelitoriiim.carrier to act as collecting agent of W. L. DANLEY„ G. P. A.
,the consignor. When it does make Nashville, Tenn.arch a contract it stands with ref-
erence to it just as any other ent free thinker isn't a free thinker
nmef,
INJURED MAN
CANNOT1
Revolutionists Declare Agitator
Maxime Was Kidnaped By Cia-r-
(Chicago Chronicle, May 17.) which were guarding the straits.
Reports reached the headquarters 
/ 
Shortly after his arrival at Reval heI.EE .• WILLIAMS, COLORED, of the local Russian revolutionary crganized the government of the
committee and the Industrial Work- Baltic republic, choosing among hisGIVEN CONTINUANCE
era _of --the--Vliorld--- yesterday after- -t other advisers Ivan Narodny, who is
• OF CHARGE. noon that Dr. Gregory Maxiine, late now in Chicago.
president of the Baltic republic, ' Chosen Head of Republic.v, hich was reformed from the revolt- I The revolution made such pro-John Thomas, Colored, Held to the ed provinces of Courland, Esthonia. gress in the Baltic district that fourI.ivonia and Pskov, had been kid- provinces were soon under the con-Grand Jury for Breaking Into naped by secret agents of the Rus- trol of the provisional government,Millinery Car of I. C. sian government and returned to of which Dr. Maxime had been chos-Russia in chains. 
, en head. Trains from Germany were
stopped Dr. Maxime was to have arr. ivedtop e by soldiers wearing t 
ay morning-Vs-The police courF giv- 
Chicago last_ Sunday tniarnittif---at-,br°w-11 luliionn ...of_thr..__ republic. -and-
passports made out for Russia were
Lee Williams, colored, was yester-
9 o'clock and was scheduled to lee- . en a continuance until next Monday. tore to the Russian revolutionary exchanged before the bearers wereby Judge Sanders, of the warrant societies at Twelfth and Waller Sts allowed to pass. With the collapsecharging him with knocking Will last Sunday night. Committees from of the revolution in Moscow the czarHolden, colored, in the head with a the various Russian revolutionary was free to turn his Cossacks againstbar of iron out about Eleventh and societies of the city, from the in the northern revolutionists and theWashington streets. Holden is not atstrial Workers of the World and republic came to a speedy end, allyet able to appear in court and from the socialist party in Chicago of the officials fleeing to 
M
Switzer-prosecute the action, were awaiting his arrival. Dr. ax- land.Bob Suddeth was fined $1 and ime did not appear, however, and the Dr. Maxime fled through Germanycosts for being drunk. committees have sent representa- in disguise and came from the revo-James Brown, colored, was given a tives to every New York train arriv- letionary headquarters in Switzer-continuance until today of the war • i land to this country. He was cor-ing since that date.
of dially received by the Russian revo -
rant charging him with having Ivan Narodny, former secretary
lutionaries in New York, although
trouble with his wife. the interior of the Baltic republic,Walter Terrell, colored, was given who has been lecturing in Chicago, it was learned that several weeks
aga continuance until Monday of the became alarmed yesterday and cans- o representations through officialcharge of breaking into Captain ed inquiry to be made for Dr. Max- channels regarding his activities hadHerndon's house. ime. It was learned that he had not been made to the United States govThe warrant charging Bigger Hale, been seen at his New York hotel ernment by the Russian authorities.colored, with stealing a bicycle from I. F. Leschinski, chairman of thesince last Saturday morning and foulGeorge Brown, white, and selling it play was at onoe suspected. It is local revolutionary committee, statesto Connie Lee, colored, was contin- the theory of his friends in Chicago that Dr. Maxisne was followed by
that Dr. Maxime has been kidnaped
ued until Monday. Russian spies from the moment ofJohn Thomas, the negro charged by agents of the Russian govern- his arrival and that he has not the
slightestwith breaking into a freight car of doubt but t.hat the greatment and spirited away, perhaps bythe I. C. railroad, was held to the way of Canada. liberal has been taken unawares andcircuit court grand jury. When ar- Agents Watch Ports, chipped back to Russia for trial.rested the negro had piled' around 
Recognizes Russian Agents.him a stack of millinery and fabrics 
Agents of the committees hav e
which looked like he was preparing been instructed to watch all possible "I recognized three of the Russian
eastern exits from the country in government agents at a meetingto go into the wholesale millinery order to frustrate any attempt of which was field in New York," hebusiness.
Henry Petter, Pete Bolen and 
Russian agents to get Dr. Maxime said, "and trailed them as they trail-
Alice Crawfotd were each fined 
$5 out of the country. The local leaders ed Dr. Maxime to his hotel. I am
Chi -and costs for a breach of the peace. 
of the Russian revolutionists state sure that his failure to arrive in •
English Pitman was fined $5o and that a similar attempt to abduct raw) is du, the fact that he has
costs and sent to jail for thirty days Maxime Gorkey was on foot until been seize. gally by spies of the
for carrying concealed weapons, 
the story concerning Mine. Andrieva autocracy. We have received two
was made public, when the agent; telegrams from New York todayThe gambling charge against Ed of the Russian government consider_ which indicate that his disappear-Holland, Robert Diggs and John
'I tuner was continued until Monday. 
ed that public opinion in America ance is due to the secret agents of
had already turned against them. the Russian government."All are colored. 
TDr. Gregory Maxime. victim of he Industrial Workers of the
:he supposed abduction, is one of the World, who had invited Dr. Maxime
Flushing Sweeper foremost journalists and liberals of to address a special meeting, also re-Russia. He was for a number of crived a telegram indicating that
yrars the editor of the Russ in the something .untoward had happened
radical days of that paper and in- to the ex-president of the republic(Continued From First Page.) curred the displeasure of the czar on and were inclined to believe that he
 several occasions. He was twice im- had been kidnapped by the secret
run the line along there on account 
prisoned in the Schuesselburg fort- agents of the bureaucrats NotEing
of the irregularities in the street 
rtss and was one of the three men could be lamed at the socialist head-
who escaped from the grim dun- quarters. as the local socialists hadcourse.
geons of that bastile of Russia when been awaiting the arrival of Dr. Max-The traction company, some meet- ings since, was given permission of the 
guards turned against the czar ime before making any overtures,
the board to put new poles and take 
in September, tooa. preferring to leave all pf the local
management of his "campaign ofdown old ones along Third 
streetWhen the czar first issued his
between Kentucky avenue and 
"freedom of the press" decree Dr. education" in the hands of the local
Maxime was one of the first to de. committee.Broad street, but this authority was nounce the measure as a "sop whererevoked because the street car line 
and Independent Telephone people 
a loaf was needed." For pointing FOR SALE.
could not agree as to what pole. 
out the fallacies of this measure the
Russ was supressed and Dr. Maxime One large bell; fifty cork lifcthey should use jointly. An- was compelledpreservers. entirely new; three steamother plat was then filed and the  to flee to Finland. When the revolution broke out in whistles, different sizes; block andcompanies granted authority to put the 'Baltic provincess Dr. Maxime tackle of all kinds, and two yawls.up the poles. according to its out-
line. crossed an arm of the Baltic sea in Inquire of
a small boat in order to evade the FRANK WAGONER.Mr. Lindsay. of the Southern Bitu- 
no S. Second St.Russian and German war vesselslithic company, asked the board for
loan of the city's steam street roller,
which he wants to use in rolling GUY NANCE.
Kentucky avenue between Fourth
'and Ninth streets in preparing for
the bitulithic work which follows
Close behind the storm sewer hpoca-
tions, which are now progressing
-along this thoroughfare. The board
ielused to loan the machine because
If is needed by the city. Mi. !Ind-
Say will now send to Nashville and 253 SOUTH THIRD STREET,get one of their own machines for OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOUE 69g.this purpose. NEW PHONE 334. PAT)UCA11,
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
mai Meeting of the City Series Will
Be Held With Dr. Stewart.
The McCracken Medical society
will meet next Wednesday evening THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andwith Dr. Phil Stewart at his office Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-on Broadway between Fourth and URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-Fifth streets. It will be the first tome__ dark and -discolored--
Manager.
M. NANCE.
Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
mg since t e uthwestern
'Medical society met here last week,
and by virtue of this reoprts will
be made upon -the larger gatheingjust passed. It will also be the
final meeting in the city by the local
society, which next month begins
holding sessions out in the woods
once eyery thirty days, the rural
gatherings being in the nature of
barbecues and picnics.
when he is in jail. jAILIMIN
Green River Stone
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT ft
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, giog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
We !we on handig
Poi' :
3 Horse Power Motor.
r 5 Horse Power Woe.
554 Horse Power Motor.
i8 Horse Power Motor.
TO Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
Li
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically -Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
4'
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Do You like Music?
What Has the Night Time to Do Pig Ankle—Rag 
Let Me See You Smile 
Nigger Loves His 'Possum 
 2sc Mistletoe Waltzes 
With the Girl 
Song Successes.
25c Twilight Meditation 
25c Hearts-ease—Reverie 
Instrumental Hits.
ssc
ac
25C ii
25C
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of the Latest and Best 
Meditation — Song esc Flying Arrow—Indianesque 
 s5cTo Bohemia 25c Young Antelope.
DONT FORGET OUR Toe EDITIONS—We have 4.000 pieces
standard and classical music, especially suitable for teachers and
Harbour's BOOk Department.
of the
pulAls•
—4111111
224 Broadway
Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for tiSIG
T is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells,
member the place.
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
is J. Wick
PADUCAH, KT.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon-
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced $is Up.
See our stock of Second HIM 11 )
bicycles. 
.aiidllil
Pumps, Sadcks, etc. Re-
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPIE0PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED,
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TelOFFER YOU. 
 4.44
vo 2132=100001::3tIMUS1ttn1333311188111=1
Fos+ the next 'few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tIC per roll.
-Paper usually sold at roc we will
$41....Pforaperlic.usually sold at Sc we will
se11 se sc.
, W. carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Moulding'',
and Window Shades in all colors.
.1 A large line of roofing and build-
ing Tampers, canvass and-tacks.
infiff===fintlItticiiittlf=3:ittn
C. LEE 316 hav,
'I'
111
tiOOK SPLITS
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THE CHURCH
BITTER STRIFE WILL MARK
THE PRESBYTERIAN
_ASSEMBLY.
Indorsement of Prescribed Forms
Far From Certain—Loose Mar-
'riages Championed.
De:, Moines, Iowa, May 17.—The
-book of forms and services is to fur.
-thett t-trc -exeitement gt-ttre- general-
assembly of the Presbyterian church
tomorrow morning. The 800 corn-
•ners who will form the per•
.ttne) of the assembly have arrived
Alillirthey discuss little save the book
tells them in what manner the ser-
vices of their faith shall be con
tlucted.
The book may receive the endorse-
ment of the assembly. It seems now
this will be the action, for the
-mighty of the church are friendly to
the book while those most outspoken
in their condemnation are those
reckoned as the less influential. But
the indosement is by no means cer-
tain, for the humble of the faithful
are numerous and their votes will
count as much as those cast by the
men who have led the church iR the
days gone by.
It must not be imagined this is to
he the only interesting phase of this
convention. There is one propo-
sition that is likely to startle the
writ's'. for it is no less an under-
-
taking than the regulation of marri-
ages. Dr. W. H. Roberts, stated
clerk of the assembly, is to further
the measure and this means it will
receive a respectful hearing, for
there are few men in the Presby-
terian church in the United States
who wield more power than does
this churchman who hails from Phila.
-delphia.
Will Not Divulge Details.
Dr. Roberts will not divulge the
details of his plan. He has been
studying what he is pleased to term
the divorce evil and while he had
succeeded in preparing a report that
would make it exceedingly difficult
for a rresbyterian minister to marry
-a divorced person he was still dis-
satisfied with the fruits of his labor.
So he incorporated the evils which
attend and precede some of the mar-
riages of people who have never be-
fore been married and this will form
one of the interesting and startling
discussions which will arise at the
session.
And this question of divorce is
likely to develop an interesting de-
bate at the sessions. 'Dr. Roberti
ha- prepared a report that will
make. it abreach of the canons of
the church forea Presbyterian minis-
ter to officiate at a wedding where
the principal*' are not of his faith,
save in exceptional cases.
The language of the report may
not be qu:te as severe as that It
will call upon the clergy to exercise
caution in performing ceremonies
when the man and woman have ac-
cepted another faith or no faith at
all. The report terms the courtesy
eue the minister of the other faith,
but it is such a courtesy as will re-
qvire the minister to investigate the
parties who have called upon him to
perform the maritial service. And if
hr learns the Man and woman are
of the Methodist faith he must refer
tc, a minister of that faith.
May Not Marry Divorces.
AA the Presbyterian minister will
be permitted to marry divorced per-
sons norm two conditions alone. The
divorced party seeking to marry
again must have been the innocent
party and must have secured the
legal separation upon the grounds of
adultery or irremediable desertion.
Cruelty and other charges will avail
should this report be adopted, and
the chances are it will.
So interested have the delegates
been in the requisitions that they
have overlooked the charges made
hy Rev. Samuel T. Carter f New
York. He is the one who s id the
work and he will introduce the teso-1 OLD-TIME METHODS. HIS THEORY
lution that will bring it about. He 1
is certain the members of the assent.
bly will agree to his proposition and
has arranged to move his headquar-
ters from Chicago to New York. He
has plannstL other_ reform which it
will not be necessary for the com-
missiOners to adopt.
He will request the 7,000 ministers
of the faith to make Sunday, Sept.
2.  "labor day Sunday.'_ He will call
"When I was a young feller I 'moat
gen'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was 2,11 on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
!arm asaistant. "Now, I take notua,
when there's any patchln' to be done it's
on the meat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on his head. It's all labor-savin'Inven-
liona—contrapehuns to save a feller
upon them to deliver sermons set- trouble. 8'pose It's all rignt, but it ain't
ting forth the relations that should the way I was raised. Look at you,
exist between labor and the church. mw."
He will also attempt to interest the "What's the trouble with me, Unclip
Dave?" asked the assistant.members of the faith in a national
factory crusade. The ministers rAf 
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'ythe faith in every city and village
io the United States will be asked
to spend a part of their time preach-
ing to the men employed in the fac-
tory sv-ithin---t-he---fetie wa-lts
house them during the hours they
Lbor. 
electric stimplatIon of plant life an' nn-
triUve ratios an' permanganate o' potash
an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' sizin'
you up to see whether you was stout
enough to do a good man's work an' find-
in' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mail, asks
you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't no farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
no farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the pint I'm makin'," said
the Old man. "You dolt easier. You set
on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout drain' a lick more'n pushin' a but-
ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because yen done it
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
collar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
an' wipe the ground with you. as old SA 1
am. I could lick you with one hand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loads
of hay afore you could one—but you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto
matte hay fork an' save time an' do it
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there le? You tit out an' saw wood in-
stead o' wenn' a steam engine to do it,
an' your bidet' be the better for It.
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your are,
Pitch your own hay an' rit a chest on
you; holler acrost a ten-acre field an' im-
prove your lungs, 'mold o' settin' down
to • telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
chinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant.
"No, I ain't agin machinery. That's
all right up to a certain pint, but the
pint is that you're runnin' it into the
ground. Look at the advertisements in
the papers. All of 'ern to save trouble
Why waste time stroppin' a razor? Why
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin' this
an' the eiready-prepared that' an' the
antarmaUe t'other. Don't fool awe)
use, chawin' your Tittles; eat the pre-
digested health food that will save your
sturnmick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' wtth; ride, an.
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
at home an' press a button or writes
postcard an' have what you wail
brought to you. We kin furnish you any-
thin' you've a mind to mention quicker
as' cheaper an' easier than you kin do
It yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
ods.. Ain't that it? You bet it is,
"I tell you if this ides of havin' every-
thin' done easy an' without trouble
goes on there won't be no use of hide',
an' we'll all frit to be the orneriest, tie-
flin'est, shifUesseet set o' people on the
face of the airth. That's my judgment.
I may be mistaken an' it may be all rigid
to telt* life easy, but that ain't my no-
tion of it. I don't feel natural with a
lot o' machinery itowin' an' cultivaUte
an' reapin' marketin' an' snortin'
an' puffin' an' explodin' all over the
place. Life wasn't mednt to be too easy
There aft 't no satisfaction to me to do
anythin' If it's too blame easy. I like
to so ap against • hard proposition an'
beat it out. I don't watt a machine dep-
utized to do my fighUn' for me an' set
lack in an easy chair an' watch it done
I'll use my head with the next-man, but
I want to use my hands, too, In' the rest
o' my body. By enks, they'Ve even got
contraptions for malein' fiehin' easy
"I don't want to sit on a traction en
glue m pies adnod in nmy pailoewriwn'a.yaIwwnarnatm lo y have
my two fists aholt the plow handle,
an' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod up
myself. I want to straddle the clods
an' cues at the horses an' dodge the
ot
nITIrearr---rw-aiitTaliust
y
the
saw an' swing the a:, an' shoulder the
sacks o' taters an' hoist 'ern into the
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swellbeaded thinktn' machine—or I used tobe."
"It's just a case of 'used to he' all
around." said the usistant.—Chicago
Daily News.
LOOKS LIKE A
DEAD ONE
HUMANE SOCIETY FORGOT IT
HAS ORGANIZED
ITSELF.
Cruelty Witnessed Upon the Streets
by Everybody, but Nobody Prose-
cutes the Drivers.
Several pcoplt remarked y.:steray
that it seemed as if the Humane So-
ciety of this city had died nearly be-
fore it was born, judging from the
fact that no meetings have ever been
held by the body to take steps to-
wards selecting an investigating of-
ficer and doing whatever possible to
prevent cruelty to animals, children,
the aged and infirm.
Every few days cruel drivers can
be seen treating their animals awful-
ly upon the public streets, beating
the poor worn out brutes until they
can hardly walk. Ever time this is
noticed by the passersby the latter
always inquire as to what has be-
come of the humane society but no-
body seems sufficiently informed to
give them any cltrac-ter of answer
whatever.
Several days go on North Fourth
street a negro was driving along with
an unusually large load, drawn by
one poor, skinny horse, whose ribs
looked like they were ready to pro-
trude through the. skin. The animal
was thoroughly exhausted and could
notc,go ahead fast enough to suit the
driver; he reached back upon the seat
picked up a huge bludgeon and leap-
ing to the ground, struck the poor
'
beast over the head hard enough to
nearly knock the horse to the ground.
The driver then walked alongside the
beast, prodding him in the side with
the stick to keep him going.
Many people express themselves as
, hoping this society will not complete-
ly die out, but something will happen
to rejuvenate it.
Economy of Windy.
"Oh, chic's all right," he said, "even
if she doesn't fit her clothes. Her
dad's a multi."
"A multi?" the girl replied. "What
do you mean I thought he was an
American. He looks white."
"No. no, I don't mean anything of
that kind. A multimillionaire, you
know. What's the use of wasting
breath on these long words that we
have to use so frequently?"
Day by Day.
'Lives of some great men remind us
I Now our worth may be displayed;
Let's have chancellors behind us.
Giving praise for which we've paid
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION
Paris, Ky.—Grand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of sale May
1Ist and 22nd, limit May 25th, t906.
Rate for round trip $12.75.
Louisville, Ky.—Home Coming
Week of Kentuckians: Dates of sale
June ttth, tath, and 13th, 0(16, limit
the "worst, lie of all the big, bad lies
of the world."
DT. Carter is a lucky man if the
words of the men high in the church
tray be taken as final. They say he
would have been muted long ago
liad it not been for the strong per-
sonal Mends who have exerted them-
selves to save him. They have ig-
nored his charges and it is unlikely
they will he heard of on the conven-
tion floor. In fact, it seems diffi-
ctitt that they could be brought to
the attention of the men who would
be compelled to act. Unless he
serves formal notice of his excep-
tions to the faith before tomorrow
41 morning they will come too late, for
the business sessions of the gather•
big will begin at that time.
Will Take up Labor Question.
The general assembly will prob-
ably make an attempt to improve
the condition of the immigrants that
come to the United States and this
may be taken as an attempt to over-
awe the socialists. The latter gain
many recruits from those who come
from foreign lands and the, Presby-
terian church has realized AS much.
Rev. Charles Steizle, superinten-
dent of the department of the church
end labor, will have ehai•ge of the
0.
:
tickets can be extended to thirty
:days from date of purchase. Rate
fort round trip—$6.95.
I St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.--
Biennial meeting General Federation
of Women; clubs; Date of sale May
28th, 29th, 3oth and 31st, 1906 re-
turn limit June 9th, tgo6; tickets can
be extended to July 15th by paying
fee of $2.00. Rate for round-trip
$21 Oo
I Prohibition Party of Kentucky—
Meeting at Louisville May 31st to
June tst—For this occasion the Illi-
nois Central railroad has authorizei
a reduced rate of one and one-third
fare plus 25 cents for the round trip
on the certificate plan. Delegates
.should purchase one-way tickets at
I 
full flre and procure a certificate
from the ticket agent, which-, when
signed by the secretary 2f the meet-
ing, will entitle him to The and one-
third fare plus 25 cents, good re-
turning until jtme ,5th.
Nashville, Tenn.—Thomas Me-
morial Week; Date of sale May 21st
to 26th inclusive, ioo6, return limit
five days (mm date of sale, but not
later than May 28th. 1906. Rate for
fond-trip $525, which includes ad-
mission to the ROfian Auditorium.
,J, T. DONOVAN, Agent.
•
when you came to my eon's huntin' a
job what did you do? You got out that
there diplomy you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
Elide about Ciii—teifigif separators an'
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London and
Rome, 1,100 miles apart, Is the latesttelephone revelation. Prof. Majoramahas invented the microphone for use
with the telephone, whereby experts
, of London and Rome have alreadyheld disjointed conversation. To
establish telephonic communication be-
tween the two cities is said to be
perfectly simple, provided the connect-ing wires are thick enough. It is
merely a question of money. In tole-
phoning long distances sections of wire
are used, which are effective for inter
mediate points, but perhaps not ends
etantial enough for the entire dis-
tance. Failing the neoiseary wawtj.
tution of thicker wires the 
.aiternee
tire is the nee of the microphone.
Which makes it possible to hear word'
transmitted over the thinner wires.
The longest distance fee effective telo
phoning from London is at maw
M Marseilles, SOO mule a 111-isat.
TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'runce lecr
tore over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fins
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runce lec-
"I was there." volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rufe says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't feaze a feller
U liquor gets holt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to clotui
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways—religion or
_main stren'th an' awk's.retness.._ That
iirate DC-minis Walker's theory an' be
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the dominie? He was the goldarndest
two-fisted, rawboned six-foot-two of
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I eve'
seen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one eyenin' he was down to
Tarklo tradin' an' he seen Mose Brun-
smit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's s'loon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominie stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Only he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main atren'th an' awk-
wardness may do It. similibus
kewranter-othat's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to tOwn in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose in
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he fdund himself lyin' on a
heap o' straw in the domInie's barn
an he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
O'o no moron peek out because ho
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was 'yin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to Seller, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Nose—
just barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
"'Where's my clo'es, an' what d'ye
mean by lockin' me up in your mo-
urned ol' barn?' says Mose.
"Dominle Aralker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up flIghtin' mad an' the
domicile jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nothin' only jut landed hint
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be let
out. The dominie didn't say nothin'—
just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
out. After a while Moee got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door, Back comes the dominie
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
goes out Mose took a long swig at
the jug an' than stopped an' tasted.
" 'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
he says.
-It must have been elost to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowL
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says, smilin' happily; 'I've
struck it rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
comes the dominle with a plate o:
bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
▪ to his hogs an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word, 'Patin' the grub behind.
After a while Mose got up an' sampled
It an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
eking. Never a word was said to him,
an' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
domicile wouldn't speak to him an'
fought, but all he got by that was a
lickin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon ha
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of It an' Billy the smell of
It turned his stummuck an' he began
to stop Win' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for a
while an' then the first thing he knew
getting. whiake agate,
"'For heaven's sake, dominie,' says
Mose for the hundredth time, 'quit giv-
In' ,me that blame liquor. I'm clean
turned agin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say suthin! I
don't care what it is, but say stitkinr
"The dominie didn't answer him
then. ,but the next mornin' he came In
with a shirt an'k hat an' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on. Moses,' he
ups, 'an' then you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
no converse with nobody', for as sure
as you do you go back on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone in your body.'
"Moses went out an' billed corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up bay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along In the fall the
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around an' stied
the domlnle for five months' wages. an' ,
the boys got together and gave him a
ride on a • nice three-cornered fence'
.80 $4s 8°Firiaff. mtpoduo.
We Will Sell mitt, TACKS
You a Sample ON GLASSWON'T LETPaha for Only OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH 0110101 $4.116)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of i5 years experience in tire
making No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. mean Um Oise gabbier tread
"A" sad peolitare strips "B"Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can seed "D." elms rtsa strip "IVbe vulcanized like any other tire. to provost saws enemas. This
Two ilandrad Thousand pairs yams in mind OIL Over tire will eartiost ma other
mais-11001fT, 10 endSamety-ilve Thome/ pairs mid Mei mac EMIT RIDING. $
virasoRIPTSIN ft Made in all sites. it is 'lady awl SW ridiag very durable and lined insideIi • spe ial quality of rubber witch never and w kb closes up small punctureswithout allowing the air to escape. We have from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped upoeceelf ile=lossoon. They weigh no more thanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting quanta. by several layers of thin. speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That " Ito I Illegk" ly felt when riding on as haftor soft roads is overcome by the patent sr prevents all air from • ng
tCeiveds plso per pair, but for advertising purposes we are Making a veckl factory price to the rider
out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of them
ef only ils.le per pair. all orders shipped risme day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.You do sot pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represeuted.We will allow • sash diorama% of 3 per cent (thereby making the mice HAIM per pair) if you sendFULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated brass hand penal,. sad two Sampans metal puttoletre closers ou full paid orders (these metalpuncture ciders to be used in case of intentioeal knife mots or heavy gashes . Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory oaWe are perfect), reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. ask year Postmaster.,minket ift.prmia, or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about ea. If you order, pair otthose tires, you will And that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and lookNeer than any tire you ham ever used or sees at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased1 that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us s small trialorder at sees, hence this remarluable tire offer.
built-op
-wheels, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, and: 1110A,71111 -11111AKE.94, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half themuniaf1 prima charged by dealers and repair men. wrke for our big SUNDRY catalogoe.
' DO Nor WAIT tactycwierictf: auspaair PCYttlre.' today. Drill NOT THINK OF IlICITING lefrom anyone until you know the new andwonderful offers we are making. It only costa a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
IIFJID CYIPLE CONPANY, Dept.•"J L" ClICA10, ILL
to
• •
, .The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water oriSteam,System
.111.111
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth S., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Paducah Transfer Company
ascor. .oratiala
General Cartage Business,
rail. He never went to drinkin' again, Superior Facilitiesifor Office
"Cured him then??" said the store. Handling Freight, Machinery 2 ndland:Monroe •keeper. "That.was one war"
"Yee—main strength an' awkward- nd HouseholdNioods. Rot hrPhonea,1
• P. D. Fitzpatrick,Supt.
though"
dominie
THROUfill
ft co tSITAIDDICt
BY USING THE
"UNDERWOOD"
TYPEWRITER
"Saves 25 percent. of the Operator's
Time which jr your time.
surEN •••••••••11111,
.17 TIM
Underwood Typwriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
ICENT is ALL IT WILL COST 1111to write for our big FREE BICYCLE cataloguet.towtull the most complete line of high-gradeDICYCI-1 s.TIRES and SUNDRIES at PRICw.sBELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world, from encl.
at rny prin.or on airy kind of terms, until you have received our complete Free Cats"logien illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grad,bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOWPRICES and wonderful _new offers made possible by selling from factorydirect to rider with no middleman's profits.
WE MOP ON APPNOWIL ma•heut a cent **mit, Pay the Freight endallow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no otherhouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valuable information by simply writing us • postal.
We need • NW.. Anew in every town and can offer an opportunityto make motley to auitabk yenta/ toes who apply at once.$8.0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES o N "
Priem $
JO Per pair.
DO NOT RUT A aleirtur
."'°,1".'""..fm""`"
said Hancock. "The °thee
ain't take.".--Chioago Daily News.
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumbeetand
 318.
Saturday Morning, May zg, 1906.
The Facts About Sewers.
One of the corporation organs lays
much stress on th miter of seweragein Paducah and *calls upon the mer-
chants and mechanics "to weigh thequestion of vsigt,t is good for all thepeople in ibis -coltimunity." We in-dorse the sentiment in the words
which we have qd6ted and urge upon
all she people to carefully weigh th:question.
And in order In-at The people of
Paducah might thoroughly under-
stand the sewerage question we tookthe pains to refer in an editorial inthis paper of April 8, to every pro-
vision laid down in section 3105 ofthe charter of the city of Paducah
which covers the entire law on the
subject and is to be found on pake 47of the charter and revised ordinances
of Paducah; We also published thefoot-note to the section giving a de-
cision of the court of appeals on the
question of sewers, and it reads:
"Construction of sewers. A gener-al tax for the construction of a sewercannot be upheld by reason of the in-herent power of the city governmentto impose taxation for the preserva-tion of public health or safety, the citycharter requiring the cost to be as-sessed upon abutting Lancia. Byrne
versus City of Covington i5 R. 33.
Thus it will be seen that while the
court of appeals of Kentucky recog-
nises the inherent power of a city to
Impose taxation for health and safety, be better than for years, and al-that very court, the highest in Ken- though its population has increasedtucky, denies the right of a city to
construct sewers by a general tax. 147but says the cost must be assessed up-
on the abutting land,. This certainly
settles the proposition.
Before writing the article the writ-
over 5,000 in the last five years, the
deaths in this city in icros were
less than in 1901.
The people of Paducah want a
water and light plant, but the owners
of those utilities would rather see thecr conferred with the attorneys of city ruined by giving it a bad name,the paper and had them to read and
construe section 3105, and give their
opinion of that section which is short
, but covers all points on sewers. This
step was to enable us to be sure ofOur ground in presenting the ques-tion to our readers. The Voice of Pe/rner.Now, if the general council thinks In another cottimn ot this issue ofPaducah should be %emceed from end The Register is printed a card thatot end, all it has to do is to pass the appeared over the name of Aldermannecessary ordinances, just like it has Palmer in the two afternoon papers,for a new sanitary sewer district from and the fact that the gentleman inNinth street to Fountain avenue and the latter part of February pttblishedfrom Trimble to Norton streets, and another card in those papers in whichif the general council thinks the city he. was quite free in his expressionsneeds storm water sewers, just re- about the editor of The Register andqiiire the property owtiers to put to which we replied in our issue ofthem in like they are doing on Ken- Marsh 1, we take it that our humbletucky avenue 'and Jefteriecm street. If sell is the object of his wrath at thissanitary sewers are needed in Mc- time, and furnished the inspirationchaniesburg and. below Trimble street for the literary gem which we repro-order thetas in at the cost of the peo- duce this morning for the edificationpie who own the property in those of our readers.localities. lisp.- owners of property In the first place we desire to go,from the river to Fountain avenue acquit of the accusation of aiming tobetwen Trimble and Norton streets indulge in witticism in referring toeo have pal pay for the sewers Mr. Palmer, as Earl Part Palmer, forr_ their stricts, now lef The other that name.appearWleneath his or-property owrilins insather parts of the mer card, and until yesterday thecity do likewilre. 
writer of this was under the impres-organ calls atteto sion that such was his full name anded conditions of used by him purposely in signinghouses below . 'itulate street, "built the taatskilint his late reference tothere by men with no.,eivic pride, who a Iinotjtie' Machine makes the ertor
than to have their grasp upon the
consumers of Paducah released.
The people of this city have a fight
on their bands and now is the time to
fight.
The corporatjn
tion to the c
foot, that property is exempt from
further sewer tax, no matter how the
„ .
city may attempt to impose it.
Therefore, when corporations
through their organs or their agents
in the genital council talk about a
bond issue for sewers they do not
know WhaT-ilfrey are talking' about,
for even if the law would permit them
to be voted', a sewer tax could not be
collected on any property that has
paid one dollar a front foot for sew-
ers. On the oth--ir -hand if a vote
could be taken on sewer bonds we
do not for a moment suppose that
very many 1),f the property owners
who have paid for sewers in front of
their property would turn in and vote
for another 'tax to be put on them
to sewer in front of the property of
other people, who have no civic pride
aiTwho have done nothing for the
progress of the city.
To pursue the subject further, even
if sewers were installed in the s.ec-
tions inhabited by the poorer people
and! their homes connected with. the
s..wers, the cost borne by the land-
lord would be added to the rent, and
under the existing water rates, which
the tenant would have to pay, means
to make his burden too great to bear,
and in order to escape it, he would
have to move out of town.
There is such a 'thing as overdoing
things, and we think certain corpora-
tions and their allies in Paducah have
about reached the point where the
people should rise up and own their
own water and light plant, and by the
reduction which the city could give
in rates, make the poor man's burden
that much lighter.
All this high sounding ,talk about
civic progress and beauty is w.,11
enough for the man who can afford
it, but common sense draws the line
where it should stop. All of this
talk about sewers is but a deep laid
plot of the corporations, their organs
and tools to confuse the public mind
and to defeat the city owning a water
and light plant.
Paducah is a clean city, and a
healthly city—far above the average—
and the ravings of the corporation or-
gans and their tools in the general
council is doing more to injure Pa-
ducah than anything else. Strangers
coming to Paducah and reading or
hearing the wails of that scheming
outfit would think Pactileah is in the
midst of a pestilence when the official
figures show the health of the city to
have dond'hything fot the progress of lapparent to us. Still if a mattes io
1 
14 this be true, It "hut betrays she scarcity of them. 
,
the city, and whose one aim is their insithificant is used as an argumentown selfish gr..-ed."
order the sewers installed and make ti this instance an intelligent . mind'iii'em pay for it, but do not attempt fails to grasp the application of the!to shoulder the cost of sewers in that riuotation from Robert South.,.
- district on the property down in the ; The voice of the people may be thecity that has already paid for its sews voice of God, but we don't believe it,etc 
, for the reason that corporations soIn the first place the city can Only manipulate things av
 to
 have asassess a piece of property one dollar strong a voice in the councils as have
. fter front foot for Lamm's; section the people. People make mistakes!,3105 closing with these words: "Rut but the Deity never.he amount of settier ,tax as!essed 1,4 is true that God did use the yoke Iageism any lot or' lit.nd shall in no of an ass once and it is also true; event exceed One dollar per front or that representatives of corporations tbutting foot." If a property owner's sometimes make asses of themselves. dsewer tax reaches one dollaraa. front Ever: 'Since the world began there
..,
has been two legged asses, some of
whom. were elected to seats in the
- .
.generat , councils, when the
thought.they were electing thorough-
breds, only to find out in a short while
their grievous mistake.
As representative, of the cot • ra-
tions tlileyoset up on their_hind
and bray and bray, all the while be-
lieveing the people think they are af
the thorough-bred stock.
  And we agree with
 .Mr, Palmer
that "the people are rarely mistaken
regarding the quality of their utter-
ances." As Alderman Palmer poses
as a student of the .Bible he will find
an ioteresting story in Genesis in
which Jacob deceived his old blind
father by putting the skins of goat
kids on his neck and hands, and pre-
loading_ 
_brother _Esau._ anti
robbed him of theitlather's blessing;
Isaac said "The voice is Jacob's voice,
but the hands are the hands of Esau.
and he discerned hies pot."
But fortunately fOr the people of
Paducah they are not so easily de-
ceived as was Isaac.
*5*
Alderman Palmer may not be a
corporation man,,, but he possesses all
the ideas and arts of that gentry of
the ultra sort. With that class every
man who does not bow to the cor-
porations but has the couraie to
speak out is classed as. a demagogue,
and that cry has been used so often
that it is now thread-bare and hat
been discarded by thinking people.
If standing up 'for the rights of the
masses is to be a demagogue, then
The Register belongs in that class.
We have our convictions and never
hesitate to express them. In doing
so, we naturally array a most power-
ful class against us but as we are
able to take care of ourselves the
losses in that direction do not disturb
us in the least. When it gets to the
point, that as a public officer, an ed-
itor or a private citizen we can he
dictated to or controlled by men
because of their wealth, right then
and there our self respect will force
us to retire to some secluded spot
where we can at least think, act and
speak as our conscience dictates. The
history of this country at this ,time
shows that the greatest enemy to the
welfare of this country is the powerful
corporations. From the very presi-
dent down to the humblest citizen a
warfare is being waged against those
who own them and wete the repre-
sentatives in the general councils,
legislatures and congress true to their
constituents, the hold of the..corpora-
stions on the people would be.brpken
and this country contain a happy peo-
ple. Alderman Palmer may cry out
demagogue or anything else that
suits his peculiar taste, but the Am-
erican people are not so cowardly as
to stand idly by-
 
and suffer the cor-
porations by raising the rates and
other unsavory methods, burden and
tax the people for the benefit of the
favored few.
In our whole career we have en-
deavored to be fair to all classes,
and time and again have we offered
the use of our columns to any and all
who desired to truthfullly discuss
questions of public importance. That
offer stands good today to the Padu-
cah Water company and the Paducah
Traction company. We hold no ani-
moaity against any one because of
their wenth. hilt as an American citi-
zen vve do demand that they shall ob-
tain it honestly—so-called forms of
law we do not call honest, where
through a monopoly they are enabled
to take ailvantage of the public. We
believe in giving corporations a
square deal, arid, "By the Eternal,'
we not only believe that they should
give th people a square deal, but that
they shall give the people a square
deal, IiIV—Paliner and the reit' o
them to the contrary notwithstanding.
Alderman Palmer is entitled to his
opinion, and so ia the public. Not
only must the people get a square
deal from the corporations, but they
must also get a square deal from
men who sit in the general council,
and it is the 'mission of The Reiser
to aid in the exposure of alCtIcr-.
gades.
* • *
• sera
Alderman Palmer says the ittlital
question of today in Path:kali is heal-
tation. It is not. Paducah is a clean
and a healthy city. The vital clues-
lion in Paducah. is. for.the people to
own a water and light plant ,iike all
other progressive cities that are sav-
ing millions of dollars annually to
the people in cheaper rates. If Pa-
ducah owned such plants, and Paidhe
 rate. which they are paying .10--
ay, the surplus earnings of thisse two
planta would enable the city to .11-
.
dute its tax rate pne half Or use the
mon to.:buy and maintain all the
it might need and to sewer
every street in the city. From a sani-
tary stand point, every owner of a
house in the city could be compelled
to connect with the sewers if the city
owne4—a wat,etr plant. The street-a-
could be sprinkled and many other
improvements made in the sanitary
conditions.
As to Alderman Palmer's pledge
about giving thi people a—a-Li-roper op-
portunity to express themselves, the
public may take it for what it is
worth, but many of the tax-payers
prefer action ,to talk. Alderman
Palmer, so we were informed by sev-
eral aldermen, asked to be placed on
the light committee after the presi-
dent had made up that committee,
and afterwards to please MirAtirmer
he took off one man and put Palmer
in Nis place. Over two months ago
the question of enlarging the city's
electric light plant, after Alderman
Palmer had done all in his power to
get through a contract for let-
ting the street lighting to the
light company, was referred to his
committee, and has been largely in his
hands ever since, but nothing has been
done, since then, and on account of
no action being taken the board of
public works has been added to the
committee, but Mr. Palmer is to6
busy to attend to the city's business,
but SerfIS to have time to write cards
for the newspapers. The people of
Paducah want action not hot air.
Alderman Palmer in a speech be-
fofe the aldermen said he was in
favor of educating the people on the
question of municipal ownership,
!especially the daboring class(" So
we take it that his glittering general-
ities of yesterday is his &st lesson
to the public.
We trust that the distinguished
writer will permit us to suggest, that
from our experience of coming in
contact with the public ro.nd that
the people take no stock in well
worded phrases, what they want and
what impresses them is facts and
statistics. His opinion of T;it Regis-
ter or its editor cuts darn little fig-
ure with the public or this writer.
As a public man he is expected to
give the people an intelligent idea of
how he stands and what is best for
them; just cut out that portion of
arrogating to one's self a superior
knowledge of public questions and be
generous enough to credit the rest of
mankind with a supply of brains
and get down to factc. The ad-
rotates of municipal ownership
have the statistics of cities
owning their plants, now- let Mr.
Palmer and the corporations produce
rates and figures from private water
and light plants so the people may
compare them and be convinced of
what is the best for them.
If Alderman Palmer desires to hear
the voice of the people all he has to
do is to vote to submit • :le question
to them and the right of the election
he will discover that he i • not as wel;
posted on the sentiment oi the people
as he imagines. To dela) the matter
is for the benefit.of the orporatitms
and not for the people.
To sum up Aldrman Pa!mer'a card,
it is quite apparent that he deprecates
anyone criticising the corpyrations,
but he is quite free in his criticisms
of the course of others, an inconsist-
ency which be may reconcile at his
leisure. He displays a disposition to
he displeased at criticisms of his of-
fioial course, but he should bear in
mind that a public official is usually
judged by his acts, and it is silly to
fret about it.
A public man and a newspaper man
needs a tough hide; and if the Lord
has not so blessed him, he had bet-
When the reader has perused itOlietn
let him figure. out how much ,ilatchk,
niatiun he has gained:
"VOX POPULI VOX DEL"
"The voice of the people is the
voice of God." The truth of this
trite 
_axiom  .rattve5 with peculiar three
when it ..is-. applied, to the expression
of a people possessing the free in-
stitutions characteristic of this coun-
try. The. voice of the people is uni-
versally paramount in all affairs af-fecting the- weal or woe of our com-
mon country, of its several common-
wealths and of the cities in which
the people may reside.
There is, however, but one authen-
ticated instance in all history in
which God used the voice of an Ass
as a medium through which to com-
municate .with man. Therefore.
while asses have continued to brayi_ since the time of Balaamohe people-*tie—rarely- mistaken -*egos-ding- -thequality of their utterances. Neitheris the voice of a demagogue usually
accepted! as expressing the will
of the people.
A demagogue is one who endeav-
ors to curry favor with some partic-
ular portion of the people by pander-ing to their prejudices and by play-ing upon their passions. He is one
who seeks to array the employe
against the employer. labor against
capital, and the individual against
the corporation, and is well content-
ed to betray those who are tempora-
rily beguiled by his artifices, if only
a slight injury results to those
against whom his shafts of malice
are directed.
He is one who in an argument
substitutes personalities for the
question at issue, villiftcation for log-
k and innuendo for fact. He is also
one who recognizes the highest order
of wit in the olivine's distortion of a
name by a refractory linotype ma-
chrne; for. as Robert South, a noted
English divine has said, "An insig-
nificant word in the mouth of a dem-
agogue is a dangerous and deceitful
weapon."
But while both of the instruments
referred to above are rejected by the
people as mediums through which to
communicate their will, it would be
an error to assume that they are de-
void of utterance. In this representa-
tive country. two methods of general
expression are in favor. One is by
means of the ballot. and the other
is through the chosen representatives
of the people. -
The people of Paducah realize that
a psychic .ukornent ha; been reached
in' thaifflieti:of their city; that the
very air is charged with the spirit of
civic improvements. The chrysalis is
about. to become a butterfly. The
town of Paducah is about to become
the city of Paducah. During this
process of transition or evolution, ma-
ny important matters will conk be-
fore the people for consideration in
addition to those connected with the
source of supply of water and light.
The vital question of today in Pa-
ducah is that of sanitation: the next
is the improvement of Paducah';
streets and the inauguration of a
park system that will appeal to the
pride of every citizen. All prejudice.
passion and personalities should be
eliminated, from the discussion of the
various methods whereby these im-
provements may be secured to Pada
cah at the earliest moment, in the
most economical manner and in the
most effective form.
Instead of hindering or retarding
in any degree a complete expression
from the people of Paducah with re-
gard to their wishes in connection
Nith the improvements mentioned
above, including public ownership of
water works and commercial light
plant, I pledge myself,
 to use every
effort to the end that they may have
a proper opportunity to express
themselves fully and completely as
to what manner and in what degree
they desire these improvement' car-
rie(l into effect.
'I have complete confidence that
when a decision is arrived at. after a
careful consideration of all phases of
the existing necessities of Paducah.
that the result then obtained. will I Sold at
partake so much of the wisdom of
Deity that it. will afford renewed tea-
simony to the truth of the grant) old
axiom, that the voice of the people is
pRINTING 
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indeed the voice of God.
EARL PALMER.
List of new subscribers added by
 !MI
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Gray's Buffet
Palmer Howe Be",
L. A. Lagos:wain°.
Phonograph Makes Hens Lay.
The people need feel no alarm
over the inscription on the egg men-
tioned in . yesterday's Register—
"There Will B. B. War„ "B. B.
stands for base ball, and the wise hen
that laid the freak egg simply re-
fered to the game between Cairo and
Paucalr. It was not mach of a'
War," though, and the egg
prophecy was particularly appropriate
—as the score stood two to a "goose
egg" in favor of Paducah.
Alderman Palmer's Card.
The tard printed below appeared
yesterday afternoon in both the
News-Democrat and the Sun. As a
large nutpber of our subscriber's do
not read the corporation organs, we
take the liberty of reproducing the
card vrhich consists chiefly of vituper-
ation and glittering generalitia.
ar...R1151,4:21:
•
(Hudson (1. -Inv-Register.)
A Stockport poultry farm farmer
has had great trouble of late because
his hens were not producing the
proper number of prom A nearby
neighbor has a fine flock of hens
which were working overtime to
produce eggs. While hanging over
the back fence listetting to the
triumphal cackle of his' neighbor's
hens, an idea struck the' luckless
owner of the hens. He Went into
the house and brought oat his phono-
graph, inserted a blank reCtirkt old
succeeded in getting a
 fine imitatifirr
of the cackling of the laying 'begs.
He then installed the phonographin his own henhouse and started it
going. The first day the hens were
greatly amazed, but the. second day
they ant down' to business and
ground out an egg every time the
phonograph cackled. The hens have
stopped cackling themselves, how-
ever, and when the photiograPli
stops, they stop laying, and the origi-
nator of the idea has to sit in his
coop all day long to keep the phpno:graph going.
pany today;
465-r- Block, Gen.
2656 Clark, Joel,
ents.
2655- Duffy, Geo.,
roe.
, 1501 S. Third.
GrO., 224 CICIM.
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 rsto Mons
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Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for accordingto its worth and varite.
WE have. in the city over 3.000
subscribers or fivs times as many asthe Independent Co.; outside of the
city and Within the county we have63 tiMet, as Many subscribers as the
Independent Ges. Yet we will place
a telephone in; your residence at the
same rate the independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide hi
addition,' 'long distance facilitiesWhieli will enable you to reach fifty,
miflio people from Your home.
Cali 300 for further information. '
VAST TE NN ES S E TELEPHONIC
, COMPANY.
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SHUT OUT
WERE THE INDIANS AT
CAIRO'.- YESTERDAY BY
GOOD PLAYING.
Tadlock Touched Up For Three-
Bagger* in a Bunch; Vincennes
Shut Out Jacksonville.
How They Stand.
W. L Pct.
Paducah 12 4 150
.Vincennes 
 • 
 
If 5 .688
Cairo 
 8 8 .500
Danville -- • 9 .500
Jacksonville 5
-k, 9 .357
Mattoon 1 12 .150
Schedule Today.
ducah at Cairo.
Jacksonville at Vincennes.
Mattoon at Danville.
Paducah seems to have went up
aga'nst it good and strong at Cairo,
for they were repaid in their own
coin and with interest too. The
fans may figure on why Tedlock was
suffered to pitch the game through.
When three
-baggers came in a
bunch, it's time to mike ,A &left-Cairo, Ill., May rft—The "Dog
Eaters" were shut eat for•ifie first
time this season 'by the Tadpoles in
a faultlessly played game today ac-
companied by a bunch of terrifi:
three-baggers.
Paducah
Cairo 
 
RHE
 . , .0. 1 3
• • • • • • • 7 T2 0
Batteries: Tadlack And °tumult;
1,11
-'agoner and Searle's. 101mpire Veach.
Danville 5; Matton s.
DanvIle. Ill,Nfay 
,
made it fruit straight from the Hy-
phens, winning harsoN175„
ofhits until the ninth. oth 'Mat-
Holyerose held the liters to two
toon's f cores were made on ac-
count of errors by Heyeross.
PH E
Danvilk,. 
' 5 to 2
Mattoon, 2 5 4
Batteries, nolvcreal and Shaw;
. .Nields and T.angeTnii
Vincennes 3; jacksorreIlle o.
Jacksonville. Ti!.? May t&—Vin-
cennes was held Tiere by railwa)
reek and celetitated the occasion
by shutting out the locals. .
W H
Vincennei. 
 3 3 2
Jacksonville. 0 8
Aatteries. Perdue and Matteson:
Cooinbe and Lothaw.
The steamer Kentucky will make
a itleei, exeurssion.• leaving May
06th, Decesration Na-
tinal .Park—Fittsbnrg Landing—Poo
mutts) trin.
.0 
Baselsoll at Cairo.
On account of being a base ball
game between Paducah and Cane
Jt Cairo, Sunday May aoth. the
Illinois Central Railroad will run a
special train leavieg Paducah at 12:30
noon, and returqing lease Cairo et
6:30 p. m. Fare for the round-trip
$5.00,
J. T. DONOVAN. Agent.
WAITS FORTY
YEARS FOR $T6-49
Member of Crew of Gunboat Its
Civil War Awarded Prise Money.
Eau Claire. Wis.. Mny tft.—El •
bridge C. Jordan, vtho Was in the
federal service on the United States
gunboat Pontiac during the civil war
received notice from the treasury
department that he had been allowed
S16.49 as his share of prize money
for the capture of a confederate gun-
boat on the Savannah river in 1865.
Hornepathic Medical Society
Elects Officers.
Lexington, Ky., May i8.—The
Kentucky Homeopathic Medical So-
ciety elected the following officers
_fh_t_inming.-Year: Dr 
enstadt at Louisville. president; Dr.
H. L. Keiser of Eminence. vice-
president; H. M. Clendening of
Louisville, secretary and J. A. Ratite
of Somerset, treasurer. The next
meeting will be held in Louisville.
DENTIST HAS
APPENDICITUS_
DR. I. B. HOWELL CONFINED
AT HOSPITAL IN NASH-
VILLE, TENN.
Mrs. Dr. Lynn Adams Is Able tc
Be Up At Their Home in Smith-
land—Other Ailing People.
Dr. S. B. Pulliam yesterday re
ceived a telegram from Nashville.
-Tenn:, 'announcing -That B.
Howell, the dentist, is ill with ap-
pendicitis and was confined • in the
Sc. Thomas' hosptal for treatment.
Ile •s (mite ill, but the message did
not state whether or not he would
have to, be operated upon.
Able to Be Up.
Mrs. Dr. Lynn Adams is able to
be up at Smithland. where she has
been confined for several weeks with
an attack of typhoid fever. Miss
Lena Henneberger, the trained nurse
of this city: has been nursing her,
and returned home yesterday morn-
ing. the patient being ,,recovered
sufficiently for her services to be no
longer needed.
Sisters M.
Miss Maybeile Beyers is confined
at her home on Fifth and Monroe
streets with an attack of tonsilitis,
while her sister Miss Lillian Beyer
le sick with malarial fever.
Mr. Caldwell Better.
Mr. R. G. Caldwell has returned
from Dawson Sprnge where he took
ill while sojour4ing there for his
health. He is some better since
ce;r_ uing back home.
Other Sick People.
Mary. the little girl of City Clerk
Rent,* Bailey. is confined with ill
nees at their home on South Fourth
street.
Mr. Ned Bradshaw continues very
low at the Rowland homestead on
North Seventh street.
STOREN HORSE
RECOVERED
(Continued From First Pare
for him, but failed to effeetecii tees-
lion. ••1 lo
Suspected Burglars.
Mr. M. F.. Robertson. of Eddyville,
passed through here yesterday morn-
ing en route home from Ogden,'
Landing, Ballard county, with his
two bloodhounds that tracked down
two men who were locked uo on sus-
rieinn of being the parties that burg-
larized the poetoffice at Ogden. The
60eet5 are Gne 9rnith and James
McKinney, who claim Louisville ;lc
their home. The dogs triOlced fheM
several .miles nut of (leaden where
they were found in the woods, but
reither money nor merchandise
volen from the office which is in
MeGee'c mercantile ttore was intuit!.
They claimed they came down there
to fish and hunt. hut no sporting
entfit could be found with them.
A search is now being made of the
woods the Ogden people believing
they hid their booty.
Horse Disemboweled.
Mr. McNannery tof he Nfaxons
Mill section of the country reported
yesterday morning that someone
slipped into his stable the night be-
fore and with a sharp knife. dieem-
boweled his horse which had to be
shot to reiieve its sofferinger
IReason Temporarily Dethroned.Will Mansfield, foreman of the box
factory, near the depot, returned to
the city yesterday, after a several
days' mysterious ebeence, during.
which time his family thought he hadj
been muredered. He said he did not
r.•mernber kavig home until he got
The
Bitter
Human
ail
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
rm ADVIC.S., in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Addrese Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G53
oe
„ "r•
When-Women-Suffer
it is a sign of dangerous weakness and disease. Pain is always unnatural,
and if you are a victim of headache, backache, sideache, pain in arms,
shoulders, legs, pelvio, or suffer from cramps,- feling feelings, grindingpains, restlessness, the blues, etc., it is a sign that you need the gentle
assistance which can be obtained by taking
WINE
OF
Woman's
Relief
"My back ached every month" writes Mts. Francis J. Ashburn of Clarkrange, Tenn.,
"till I could scarcely stand on my feet. I had pa n low down and headache- --acta daywithout it---and awful pain in my right ar..1 left sides. I could hardly lie down, and could
not sleep nights. Doctors tried, but failel to give me permanent relief. I began to takeCardui, which soon benefited me, and now I feel like a new person." Cardul is a purely
vegetable remedy, for all female diseases. It acts gently and specifically upon the sick
womanly organs, and by strengthening and fitting them to do their natural work, it has re-
stored to health thousands of hopeless inv.:lids. Try it.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
WHENIAND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY
There will be no preaching tomor-
row at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church on account of Rev. Eshman
being absent at Decatur, 111., attend-
ing the general conference of this
denomination. Ffe will not return un-
til sometime the last of this week.
Sunday school and the usual Chris-
tian Endeavor services will be con-
ducted at the regular hours.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright will preach
tomorrow morning and afternoon at
the Graoe Episcopal church. Sunday
school at the regular hour.
Iltrst Baptist.
Rev. Calvin Thompson and family
will arrive today from Denver, Col.,
and tomorrow Rev Thompson will
fill the pulpit, both morning and eve-
ning at the First Baptist church.
These are his initial discourses since
being called to take pastoral charge.
Sunday School Worker.
(Rev. Gebauer, of the state Sunday
school association, left yesterday for
Smithland where he last evening con-
ducted a convention of the associa-
tion branch in Livingston county,
From that city he goes back home,
stopping at different places en route.
German Evange9cal.
Rev. 'William Bottrquire of the
German Evangelical church, of South
Fifth street. will tommorrow preach
both srmons in the. English lan-
guage. At the morning hour he
speaks on "Shattered and Restored"
while his theme for the evening dis-
course will be "A City in Ruins."
German Lutheran.
Rev. W. C. Tilton. of the Germala
Lutheran church of South Fourth
street. goes to New Denison, ill., to-
morterw morning to preach and gets
hack here in time for the evening ser-
vice, at which time he speaks on "Be
Ye Doers of the Word, and Noe
Hearers Only."
Church Mimic
Sunday ackbol services will he held
tomorrow afterhoon at 2:30 &clods
at the Micchanicsburg Christian
church, while it the same hour sim-
ilar worship will be held at the West
Tennessee street Methodist church.
At 3 o'clock Sunday school servites
are conducted at the North Twelfth
street Baptist .mission.
Lucian Davis Selected.
Hopkinsville, Ky., May 18.—The
executive committee of the Hopkins-
Lucia "'IL Devis, a prorhinent,, and
ville kornmerc#1 club has .aRlected
energftrt young' business man,to
succeed the late llifliarel`M Thaltnit
as secretary of the organization. The
choice of the committee will be refi-
lled stahe next meeting tif the club.
Licensed to Marry.
Albert Fozarcl, aged 21 and Freda
Saton, aged 14, el Carterville, 1114
were granted a license to Marry yes-
terday by the cotosty clerk, 5-Thee„
bride is very tender of. years, but
coneent for the wedeln's was given
by her mother whn occornpanied
the couple 'here
Judge Returned.
Judge Lightfoot returned yester-
day morning from Dover, Treon..
where he had been on legal busineK.
He took a train, which landed him at
Van Amen, Mo., where he drifted
into a church and heard a preacher
score people for leaving home. Ife
immediately came out, got his bear-
ings, and taking a train, came home
where he arrivett yesterday. He had
been ill and this must have affected
his mind temporarily/
Drink Caused Wildnas.
Bob Sudeth, the steamboat engin-
eer, 'hal been on a drunken spree for
the past week, and yesterday morning
a•as bordering soon detirium tremens
thX took him to the hospital
for fieitment, but he escaped from
the Xiolent ward when the attendant
brought him water and has not been
found hgain. His condition is dan-
gerous,
Night lifeCauders.
Mrs. W. J. Harries, of 1933 Broad-
wear 
'S 
aeuli, Mrs. 'F. .H. Puryear. 022
hifeitoin yesterday morning discovet-
ed thieves raided their chicken coops
the night before.
Mrs. C. Peel, of 6to Husbands
reported to the police yesterday that
the night before Istargtars entered her
place and 111‘11C $14.,
R.
tomorrOw
First Christian.
H. Pinkerton vill preach
morning at the First
to Murray to attend the Southwest-
ern Kentucky Association convention
whiCit COMprjses delegates from
chinches of this denomination in the
southwest portion of, the state. The
sesSjon lasts several days.
Fiest Presbyterian.
Rev. W E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church will tomorrow
morning preach on "Sonrces of
Strength" while at the evening wor-
ship- his theme will be "Unreason-
able Contentment."
Third Street Methodist.
Yesterday afternoon a sort of gen-
eral council meeting was held nt the
Third street Methodist church, in-,
stead of preaching being conducted
In the evening Rev. Watts delivered
a disscouree upon "Service." This
evening Rev. Peter Fields will
preach there No services will he
held this afternoon. Tomorrow Me.
Fields occupies the pulpit both
morning and night, preaching • on
"The Pentecostal Bantiiim," hut as
yet has not chosen his topic for the
evening worshin. Tonight closes tilt
foot *10 ;rif titli prottoted: totting
which is being attended by large and
interested crowds, and much good
accomplished.
Broadway M. E. Stewards.
The stewards of the Broadway
afilallemdist 'church will meet at
7:30 o'clock next Monday evening at
the church rooms.
Ice Cream Supper.
The ladies of the Second Baptist
church gave a delightful ice cream so-
cial last evening at Ninth and Ohio
streets, and many were there to en-
joy the festival.
Society Meets.
The church building society of the
First Presbyterian church, will hold
a' social cession tomorrow afternoon
at 2 o'cick with Mks. Frank Hoover
at Ninth and Broadway. There will
be, no lesson.
Three Additions.
Three additions were made to the
Mechanicsburg Christian church last
evening at the close of the service
there by Rev. W. J. liudspeth, who
preached on "The Pillars of the
avrch." This eveningohe talks on
"Almhit' Wistiaded "
All Be Present.
All teachers and officers of the
Tenth street Christian church Sun-
day school are especially requested
to be present tomorrow morning at
o'clock at the church, and the
pupils at 3o o'cInck, as some
special matters come before them
and the attendance of all is desired.
Broadway Methodist.
Prreiding Elder J. W. Blackard.
will preach tomorrow morning and
evening at the Broadway Methodist
church for Rev. T. J. Newell who ;it
at Birmingham, Ala., attending the
general conference of Southern Meth-
odists. Dr. Blackard will preach on
"Applied Christianity" at the morning
worship and on The Ox That.
Pushes With Its Horns" at the even-
ing hour.
Rev. Newell comes to Memphis to-i
morrow and during flit evening de-
livers the commencement sermon at
Mumforde. Tenn.. for the Dyersburg
college. Monday he goes to McTyre 130 SOUTH
Training school. He then comes on THIS
 Is
 A
to this city, arriving about W.:eines-I
day, and will be accompanied by his
son who has been one of the pags nREAT
sit the Birmingham conference. • 1 Ur
Street Methodist. IA series of protracted meeting; BG LIETrimble 
will be staztecf. tomorrow .morning
at the Trimble street Methodist
church by Rev. W. W. Armstrong.
the pastor, assisted by Rev. R. E.
Brassfield of Marlow, Ky, who gets
here tomorrow for that purpose.
Tomorrow morning Children's ser-
vice will be held at the usual preach-
ing hour, and a sermon by the visit-
ing divine in the evening. During
the week days the revivals will b•
held at TO o'clock each morning, and
7:45 o'clock at night.
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning Rev. B. W.
Pass will preach at the Tenth street
Christian church, but in the evening
no services will be held here, or
account of everybody going to the
Mechanicsburg Christian church to
hear Rev. W. J. Htnispeth who is
conducting the revival there with as-
sistance of Eideeeileste Tomorrow
morning Rev. Hudepeth preaches in
Mechanicsburg also, while at 2-30
o'clock in the afternoon Sunday
school services will he held. eeel
there completed at 3 o'clock the de-
tails for organization of this new
congregation.
COMPROMISED ON
A POODLE DOG.
- -
Wife Is UnabCe to Persuade Former
Husband to Return to Her.
,
Lexington. Ky. My'
pleading with her husband with tears
in her eyes to • rrtorn to her and
threatenening him if he refueed. Mrs.
Hester Dri)eoll. of Flloorriegtnn,
Ind.. rimpromised with him by ac-
cepting a poodle dog. which was a
member of the family for siv•tra:
rears. •
The woman was arrested on a war-
rant sworn nut hv her fnrrner
band, J. J. Driscoll, a Lexington busi-
ness man, who char,:ed 'hat
threatened him and a yoeng woman
Once upon a time a foundryman
brot in a pair of cast-iron uppers
and asked us to attach a pair of
our regulation soles—which we did.
Ndw will you believe it, the man
wore those soles for 3 years and 6
months after the uppers had ben
scrapped!
Which is a big lie.
But it is 0 positive fact that we
do use a decidedly good grade of
leather in Anaking all our repairs,
N4 these" repairs do wear very
much longer than some repairs
do.
Shoes that are, brot in here are
not "fixed"-- they are repaired.
and there is a whole lot of differ-
ence between the two.
Try us next time.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
with whom he is keeping company.
, Judge Ri'.•.j• placed the woman In-
- der a peace bond and foal- her to
leave the city.
'LA FOLLETTE AS
A Dr.IWOrRAT?
Milwaukee Party Organ Urges Sena-
tor as Presidential Nominee.
I Milwaukee, May Igt----The 'Mil-t
v:aukee Journal, independent Deluele
ma, this afternoon suggests getwtoc
La Follette rs the Democr-.tic
manirce for the eresidencv. The,
says that 111 •ne^;.:res, up
in "simon pure Dentoernty" witb
either Bryan. Parker., Folk. Bailey
or Hearst. It adds ;hat the i‘f in
the next presidential eIr.rtion will be
the tariff, and points to the fv..ct that
La Follette is a low tariff torn The
Democrats want a man who is ag-
gressive, a leader, a clean man with
a personality, and the Journal say,
that La Follette is al' ,F
MAIM. ffIN6CP & 10.
Undertakers and FM balmors.
TFIIRD cv,
It's Up to You!
Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read our
offer----A natural tone
talking and 8inging
machine
Free
Call at ou rstore and hear the
specially prepared Records of Bands
and other Instrumental Music, Bongs,
Stork*, Recitations, and assure your-
self that this is the best offered. You
Buy cm* the Records,
STANDARD TALKING
MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
AND QUALITY.
As home entertainer it has no
equal.' The best talent in the coun-
try is brought right to your fire-
side to while away evenings with
comical recitations and songs. An
le promptn dance may be gotten up
at a moment's notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun
try to play the dance music. Or you
may wish to lea& a song and what
bitter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
a song over and over Jgain ii nod
be. The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and
emusement are endless.
This Grapropnone represents one
of the latest achievements of the
I; rgest and beet equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction will snr-
prime and delight the most exacting
listener.
The equipment consists of r6-ineh
LENDLER & LYDON. lc
0A1)11(- ••
 lerereeesatelee-teteeenteeeeee"Seee'ete-eee
enamel q-Ice. Horn with i.i, a... •%:-
tiing bell and bia., Detaeltatasi
Horn. Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting sii
SW 11,6;116 Arii.—..
Nois4less and perfectly coustruee.
led Motor.
OH tempered bearings . that wilt
last a lifetime--
An adjustable Speed Screw—
Indestruetable Natural Toile Sound
Box, etc.
One Standard Talking Machin*
Free to Every Customer whose Cash.
Purchases amount to
See and hear this wonderful instru-
ment ..and learn how easily you cats'
c,btair; One fret.
Paducah, Kentucky
AWAKENED BY THE KAISER RUSH TOWARDS CITY
Emperor Wil ham's Dement 17pea a
Subject Whose Hearing
Was Poor.
During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a geneial impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en.
tire staff, he made for a distant hill
that ocmmanded an extensive view, re-
lates the Tiondon Chronicle.- There
leas a village on the hill, and the cat.
tering of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
ibles brought most of the inhabitants
to their windows. The one person
ern° slept through the din was a deaf
old chemist, whose flat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
Init. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So be called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to claim ad-
mission. The officer knocked and
+knocked, but in vain. At the third on-
-.taught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: "What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard.
Mut without showing any sign of an-
sioyance his in Iroy uttered the one
isrord, "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Mohensollena!" thundered the emper
ar. The shivering chemist, covered
eirith confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siteria, but the emperor
ctrods past him without even grivina
aim a look. When he was leaving
thowever, he called the man to his
Morse's head and placed in his hand
largest coin which bears the im-
perial likeness. "There!" he said
accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
t EXECUTION OF SPIES.
III= Who Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are More or Less
Affected.
The ceremony of disposing of a con-
demned spy in the English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
.man is surrounded by a detachment of
infantry, and, encr he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
'taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
'portions selected from the burial eery-
toe and from the ranks of the escort 12
Men are selected at random by the of-
Scar in charge. These men, having
stacked their own rifles, are led to where
12 other rifles are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
'One of these is handed to each man, so
Viet no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and none
,can elv for certain that the shot fired by
Ibim killed the prisoner. The firing par-
ty then marches to as appointed posi-
tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word ring,' out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
he has dug. Nearly every man is more
e- lees affected on being selected to
l'orm one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
-overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
Skies Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But His Services Are
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
aervices of the army engineer may be
.gained from the following remarks
made by Capt.. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as.reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent in
t'the far east in his article "'Loafs'
sound' with the Engineers" In the
!Technical World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stan islaus and putsoour names in
the paper and brings the message from
tits majesty," said the little captain, as
be came back to me black with powder.
.'"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is art. Yet five men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, It was
not the child's play,' and some day when
the grand battle it is raging, and they,
the Japanesc, are pressing hard down
that valley over there, and it is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
man_y_ guns be ushe to Ii
ever there at the head of the valley, them
this road we have bullded will save the
day because It is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you,
sny friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
thunder Sea, the famous organizer of
the Brahmo Somaj of India, has mar-
ried the ifiCoWed dengtter o: a rajah.
That Is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule In India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
*which ha3 the support of many ad-
vanced Hindoos who do not themselves
dare to more than speak in its favor.
One on the Poet
'Office Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who want to see you; one
tee them is a poet and the other a dud
Editor---Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man is the editor.—
Where His Advantage Lay.
I First Man—How do you do?
Second Man—Reg pardon, but you
tars the advantage of me.
First Man—Yes, I ?ewes I ha.-0. We
Imre engaged to the same girl, but you
earned her.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YORK COL NTIES DECLINES.
No Other State the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in ‘,
This Respect—Some of
tie Causes.
Twenti-one of the 61 coupties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
Ike census of 1300 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showud a falling off in ten
years ranging 1.-om a few, hundreds of
Inhabitants in borne small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten 'owe'. Wit-0e iteun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many pen- Ins this decline in
population was . ; :)uted to the con-
tinuance betwet j3 and 1897 of a
period of indm-re..i hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties would
(esai,o, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
La the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000.
an increase of 11 per cent, compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer-
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che-
mung in five years was 2,458, and in
3teuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain.
One of these is Dutchess, which In
chides the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689—a
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 46,416 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton In the Adirondecks, Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which indreases its agri-
cultural products etery year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
are falling behind in population az
New York, that is, none of the larger
states. The explanation of these
changes is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
ests.
In five years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71,000 popula
time Rockland from 38,000 to 45,000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 16 years the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewei
inhabitants than they had 15 years
ego.
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as s
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to  Lead, but the man ou
posit* would persist in trying to talk
as the train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't 1t?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yee," said the student -Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another Chapter. -
The Chugs.
"Joule," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use oee of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-products
of the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
swered the student from an interior
village.--Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Recompense,
The Comanche Indians have a law that
If shuck runs away with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his property,
and marital infraction is Said to be rare
tka tribo. 
 •
RUNG BY BREEZES. REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
BELLS OF GLASS AND METAL
MAKE SWEET MUSIC.
Rang* in Price from Twenty-4W
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
lars—Where They Are
Used.
Tao wind bell. as Its name implies.
made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed by the
winds.
Some wind bells produce mounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Soipe
are inide *Rh- grass— penda,nts, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction.
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range in price from 25
cents to $200. The criginal home of
the wind bell Is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell le
composed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise from a
wire ring about two inches in diam-
eter. Within the circle formed by the
strips thus suspended is hung by one
corner a little square piece of glass
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and desigrus. Thls wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with ens another and with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a number of
squares of different aims, such a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another inerpensive sort of wind
bell has a number of very small bell
Shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
Still another not costly form at wind
bell has for pendants a namber of
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
Trots a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing—the
leaves being of different sizes and
thickneesee--a variety of musical
tones.
A metallic wind bell that sells for
$35 and occupies vertically a space of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring about a foot in diameter.
a number of pendants, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
one below the other. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell Is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being about a foot in
height
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells for $75, has no lantern, but a
bigger hoop and lotuter and larger and
more numerous pendants, each corn-
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
OollangoL
Consul General Guenther. of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol." a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, In a
given case, an operation must be par-
formed to save the life of the Wiest
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
*ration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'eollangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble In water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver &ad some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
Internally. Its use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments hare been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collangol In appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, • cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
Excepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every ease of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In 'dew of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all it will esquire great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the eases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other band, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest says the Didas-
kalia."
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Italics of the Time When Legal Terms
Mad a Significance Not
Known Now.
posel of several metal objects at- up mast persons the phnia....rhis In-
tached one below the other. denture witneseeth" is as much Greek
A strange, if not grotesque, wind as the common phrase "Witness my
1 of metal, one that sells tor POO. hand. and seal." Yet Loth are relics of
has for a top piece a solid metal con- the time when thee* legal forms car-
strnetion two feet or more in diameter nod with them significance not et,
and shaped like a great shallow bowl, Loaning at present.
and here hanging inverted and with LApel documents were once
the pendants hanging three feet or grossed upon parchment because paper
more in length around from its outer cost so much mote than dressed skin
edge. The pendants of this great , The parchment was seldom trimmed
bell, each composed of a number of exactly and the top was scalloped with
oddly shaped objects suspended one the knife, hence the term "this indent-
below the other along it, vary in ure..: Even where the lawyers hews
length, and at the end of a number departed from the custom, still obtain-
of the pendants hang odd small bells
with tongues.
Wind bells in their less expensive
and more familiar forms are hung on
porches in summer, where the breezes
can play with them and make them en times when .4ily clerks 'and the
tinkle or produce their musical clergy could.wieLd the pen. It was the
pounia. In winter such wind bells ! custom for the Contracting patties to
may be hung at windows more or less lay their hands eties' the document in
likely to be opened at the top, where token of their good'faith and there re
lug in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
•1n the, same way the signature of
-hand and seal': les relic of those aid,
the wind can strike them. maned • smudge. As these original
That wind bell of metal with UN thumb marks were not easily Matti-
lantern hanging below it would prob- fled, the gentry added their seals foe
ably behung In a hall, where it would the purpose of further establishing the
be sounded when the door was opened. validity of the document. It may not
The great wind bell would, in Japan, be generally 
knows that a seal is still
mple required in law, though the need forbe hung in some te's grounds,
An Edison
Phonograph
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the Song Sum-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and; hear thorn_ Then
you'll Want one. Big selec-
tion of records.
-.:PWrIr71,415'44... -Ake :e161,117.311/3.313111ff
Warren &Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway,
In connection with the best 'Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added a
fine line of
aad probably near gale. Irere It14"esee4 w444-441.1/*"464 4"441e8040k
would be hung lb a garden, land 
the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer is as necessary as the sign*-
: ture to certain documents.
Clancy's Horse in a Baca. A court of law is a reminiscence of
A noted man In Springfield was MI- I the time when justice sat in the open
chael Clancy, a contractor, who had be- court yard, an4 the "dock" is from a
come rich. He bought astringof horses I German word meaning a receptacle,
and entered them for the Saratoga meet. while, while the "bar" lea Welsh word
He raced his horses for the fun of it, meaning a branch of a tree used to
and rarely bet. One day he had a horse separate the lords of justice from their
entered that seemed to have so excel- vassals.
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol- I The entire phraseology of the bench
tars on it. Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
Wheu..,the horses got away Clancy having been proven proper, has been
stood in the grand stand watching them retained.
through his field glasses. Some of his
friends, knowing of the ten dollar bet, His Profession.,
crowded about and began to joke him. "What do you do for a living? What
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy is your trade or profession?" asked the
was asked. judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pharmaccoca-
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
can't quite make out," he tagraphologist' Bin honor thr-eatreplied, 
ened to fine him for contempt of court.
"whether he is last in the third race or but he proved that the word was all
first in the fourth."—Doston Hotta& 
right, meanies a writer of prescrip-
tions.—Philadelphia Press.
Observant Tenth.
"Say,
small boy.
"Relations," "are
folks that keep mother working so hard
for fear they'll come around on a tour of
Inspection and say she isn't a goad
bousekaeper."—WashInaton
Bob." girl to
"what are relations?"
the
said
was
the small the
"How
round?'
Not Square.
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation ous fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
know thedo world Is
the teacher.
"Because we know It isn't square,"
promptly replied the toy who had been
absorbing knowledge about graft eel
boodle.—Pbliadelphia Record, '
,
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PROTEC1 BREEDING BIRDS. 'A TEST BY FIREMEN
Reasernitions Established by Presi-
dent's Order in Three warLoarris BURNED TO Agle
Locations. =MAIN THE DANGER.
---
Executive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
breeding grouuds of native birds were Forcer to Do Much 
signed
-
 by President Roosevelt October I
1.••••••••
Interesting Expert--
10. The names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
islands at the mouth of laiskiwit bar, on
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 36, In
township 64 north, range ..6 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
herring guile breed annually, besides a
aumber of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
Important herring gull colony within
the limits of the United States. 
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
south shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 36, In
township 63 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1.600 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upon
these islands annually.
Huron Islaads group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
The "Passage Key reservation," em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key, and situated in
secUon 6, township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but durieg the pest year the egg
hunters made regular tripe to the island,
and each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
(0 the island for resort purposes. This
effort, if It had been successful, would
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al-
most as soon as the egg hunters would
have accomplished that end. so that the
creation of the reservation Is said to be
extremely opportune.
The National Assoriation of Auduhon
societies has placed wardens In charge
of each of these reservations. and the
Slaughter of the birds and plundering if
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
-- —
Many Family likeietons in the Apart-
ment Mourn of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over me so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," said the man
In the gray uniform, as he lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny in
• furnished-room house. and even the
best of apartment-houses conceal:
some sort of a family skeleton or • small
tragedy I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself In, and then so
many young men and women coming
here in' search of fine positions or ca-
reen meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In fiats and apartment hennes where
the janitor or a ball boy distributes the
mail, or 11:1 a boarding-house where it
prunes through the hands of servants
you can see women in all styles of nee
lige. costumes, hanging over the bal-
ustrades, their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman in particular I remem
bar. She lived to a flat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
end her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told toe her story.
but somehow you could read it In her
face, which grew thinner every day
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it' Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one screarti of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl wile
witched for ma every delivery last sum-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day?' and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
janitor told me about them. The hus-
-bind -lout -tire, td-the=--1111I-fff -tre
end, as the woman was sickly-the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit-
tle thing being in an orphanage."
An lagenions Etiliesman.
Meng WI* 11144 been ield, c411.
"finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
eop on trial for neglect of duty is hard
to beat. 1-0t1 - ILA
A jewelry shop had been entered Al
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the an
coned:
-*why didn't you see the man?"
"I did see him, yob,' honor, and asked
him what he was doing banging
around."
"What did he say?"
'He said he was lookin' into the loca-
tion, aa he wax /join' in for jelielry hew
self."
, "Well, be did. He robbed the abaft.'
"Well, your honor, even if be was •
Met he was no lier."-N. Y. Sun.
0 
**Core Life.
It true that your brother is go-
Mg Ara leagIL-41-veirge04,711Ilte•t•
He-Yes. 4i became so' well tie
quainted wit, iree during the divorce
trial that be fell In hive With her.- Leader.
mint. ,
FRENCHMAN'S LOVE-LETTER TITLES CHEAP IN EUROPE.
Example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
- Frenchmen are generally held to be
-I cannot say perfect lovers, as Me
Sutro understands thera-but skillful
lovers, writes M. Tessier, in the Lon-
don Daily Mall.
  Now, everybody knows that letters
An interestlug experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
fireases at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald, for the purpose of having de-
termined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a great many hardware stern
It is known that ammtudtion Is carried
In stock, and in gun stores ammuni-
tion, of course, is a regular part of the
stook in trade. It has been thought
that this class of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in case of lire, became fire-
man would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in oonsequenos of
orplosiona, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary In most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
ma be carried in a naermatile stock,
and also designating the manner In
which the powder shall be kept and
the place In the store in which the re-
eeptable shall be placed. Thus, in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at %ay ono time shall be strictly iim-
lied, and that the metal box in which
It is kept Mall be pissed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that in the STOW. of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with Axed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
dead has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
• current belief has existed that If
a gun store were to take ere it would
be dangerous to eater it, and, indeed,
It might be dangerous for anyone to
peas in the near vicinity at the time
of the fire. The experiment/ made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
in • building put up for the purpose,
Is which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic,
rtfle and pistol cartridges Altogeth-
er, In the two tests, in ore of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes. b),000 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found. as the result of put-
ting these in buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has not sufncient force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot eornmunicate fire to
the powder charge of its neighbor. In
a fire each cartridge explodes inclivid.
ually, and explodes when its partio
ular primer is heated to the flashing
point, but the flarrh from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge,
consequently, instead of having simul-
taneous explosions, there is a series
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow in quick succession,
Like musketry fire.
The danger from Mg fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartridge
obeli, when unsupported by the gun
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends Its energy
In tearing open the shell rather them
In throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the se-
caning gas, it has little propulsive
force Often the heads of the cart-
rilges are torn off and thrown some
ll'tle distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts of
the cartridge remain ehind and only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
Led as close to Mean as
permit. •
In the Duluth tests it was found that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 110 to 30 feet, but with so low a
velocity that those who were hit gut
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridges
be rn ed contained more than 400
pounds of Week -and- smokeless pow-
der, a sufficient quantity, if kept in
NM, to have made • very serious ox-
idate:on; but when thus divided it Was
found that little, if any, damage wculd
be caused by it.
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequenUy con-
fused: "Sanitarium" is from sanitna
meaning bealta, and is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents. Sanatorium, from senare, to
heal. Is correctly applied to IneUtutioas
diesigted for the special trestmert of
sick persons, as, for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.-
Hyerson's American Pandly Itagaalaa,
Plain Talk.
Housewife-And you left your last
wee because of a quarrel with your
m'etressi
Applicant-Not a quarrel, muss.
"How was It, then?"
"Iilleffa Mew she *as aftber tntes-
fern' wid -me, an' I shpoke to her as
One lad/ to ALOth•f." — Coneland
play a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poetic and romantic
writing of the maa she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing to
Suzanne, for instance, will begin his
letter with "Ma petite Suzanne cherie,"
or "Ma mignonne adore.," "Mon petit
chat" (cat here has not the same sense
as the English "cat"), or "My sugary
Suzanne:L....Bat. poulet (chicken),
canard (duck), but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the end of his letter, in which be
has sworn to love her and be faithful
to her forever, or has threatened to
commit suicide by drinking a mortal
mixture of peppermint and water, the
amorous Frenchman will "embrace"
Suzanne "with all the strength of
his soul," or "devour her with kisses,"
or send her "a thousand caresses from
her wicked X—," and poor Suzanne
will immediately answer and yield, be-
cause she will be afraid of being the
cause of a suicide, and, above all, be-
cause she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have a
look into the letters addressed "poste
restante" in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, as without exaggeration six out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
fices in the gay city are love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It is a kind of
modern torture of Tantalus for them.
In France, where breach-of-promise
cases are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
awning themselves over love mis-
sives read in court and printed in
the newspapers, as often happens here
But a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of cer-
tala French journals.
The lines printed there are some-
times extraordinary, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that I do
not exaggerate. The following lines
appeared in a Parisian paper. and I
trans'ate them literally:
"I suffer too much. I adore you, and
cannot think you love another man.
Your letter gave me confidence in OUT
future happiness. I am mad! I shall
love you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall always be yours
if you are in trouble. Despairing kiss
from your slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Penh on the Pali
of One.
The Choctaw Indians term them-
selves a nation rather than tribe, and
just now the nation feels deeply dis-
tressed by the fact that one of its
members has broken faith. He had
made a promise and failed to keep it.
Because of this the nation deems itself
dishonored.
The Choctaws are red men. In the
lofty character of their code and the
rigid adherence to its unwritten provi-
sions they rise above any body of
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his spoken pledge and no bond
is asked. It charged with crime or
under conviction, he goes his way until
the appointed time, and then he comes
unsought and unattended to face trial
or death. That such should be his con-
duct is accepted by his fellows as mere
matter of course.
A few years ago Walla Tenaka a
full blood Choctaw, by profession a ball
player, was found guilty of murder and
sentenced to be shot. Between the day
of sentence and the day of execution
intervened the baseball season. The
doomed prisoner was turned loose
without any formality of bail, instruct-
ed when to return and be executed.
He played ball as if no unusual con-
dition existed and upon the arrival of
the fatal day was on hand and faced
the rifles without flinching. The inci-
dent was considered remarkable by all
but the Choctaws themselves. Ac-
-their i4114-144.8 -so- other
come was possible.
The Choctaw whose faithlessness has
hurt the pride of his people is charged
with homicide and he had been re-
leased on his own recognizance. There
was no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he failed to return and latea
was captured and brought back. He
can expect little sympathy from the
Indiana, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
is it possible that the Choctaw Is
beaming too civilized? If he is to be
regraried in the future as, no more hoe-
est than the paleface the change must
be deplored. When a white man
charged with serious offense he must
remain In prison or give tinbetantial
ball. For him to give tbls and then
eanieh, not to show himself again, Is
no uncommon procedure. To trust a
white murderer at large on the the
ory that he would voluntarily walk ti
execution wornu be a piece of folly.
The Indian, stoical, untaught in any
adadmic school of conduct lackina
the advantage of generations trained
in morals, yet can give a leaeon to
thine who should be his superiors.
An Instance Illustrative of the Bead.
mess with Which They Are
Accorded.
-"The martial- spirit--that pervades
finrope makes the average civilian very
much of a nonentity as he journeys
about the gay capitals across the wa.
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord
lug to the San Francisco Chronicle.
"Which leads up to the advice that,
If you want to attract attention when
you go to Europe, you want to have a
military title attached to.your name.
The fact was forcibly impressed on
my mind while I was on a European
tour some time back. The clerk at
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
me that two distinguished officers from
my city hod been 'pending some time
hotel_gdittle wkile
  
before. I
was curious to see who they wore, so
we looked back over the register for
their names. We found them with-
out much trouble. The first to greet
was written down in thismy gaze
fashion:
"Col. M. H Hecht, San Francisco,
Cal., U. S. A.'
"Further down on the page," inter-
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
name of Gen. Satz."
"There, in a bold hand, was In-
scribed 'Jacob Salk Gen. Mer., San
Francisco, Ca:., U. B. A.'
"What actually happened was this,
as I subseenently learned. Selz, who
Is well known as the owner of a big
tannery at Benicia, arrived at the bra
tel, and, noticing Col. "Hecht's name
and title on the register, decided that
he needed a title himself. So he wrote
after his name what he thought was a
proper abbreviation for 'general mer
chandise.' It worked beautifully. Dur
lug his stay at the hotel he was re
epectfully addressed as 'Gen. Sala'
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description of a Trap That Gives the
Captive a Ride After It Is
Caught
Now It is an automobile mousetrap
It is made of perforated tin and has
three wheels. The wheel in front ht
several inches in diameter and resent-
bless the wheel in • squirrel cage,
says the New York Sun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the bait, thus closing
the door behina him, a little passage
leads him to the big wheel in front
Here an ingenious errareereent allow.
him to get in but prevents Lis eating
out of the big wheel once he has en-
tered.
In his efforts to escape the mouse
sets the big wheel to whirling. This
rests on the floor and acts like the
driving wheel of a locernotive. In a
minute the mouse is spinning about
the floor.
Just why It should be thought ad.
tenable to give the mouse an auto-
mobile ride after he is caught the
mousetrap eealer doesn't know. What
is more to the point with him is that
the little novelty has attracted a good
deal of attention and hence sales have
been frequent.
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One of the Moun-
tain Lakes.
The rare spectacle of a waterspOut
on one of the Swiss lakes was wit-
nessed, and fortunately photographed,
on the afternoon of June 19 last. The
phenomenon appeared at a little after
four o'clock, in the middle of the Lake
of Zug, which lies at the foot of the
Riga Observers at Felsenegg saw a
vaporous cone form In the lower part
of the clouds hanging over the lake,
while at the same time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle in a
peculiar manner. Then a foamirg
basin, with high, whirling walls o!
water, some 30 feet in diameter,
formed in the center of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upward
while the cloudy cone descended from
above until a funnel was formed con-
necting the lake with the clouds, the
height of the funnel was estimated at
from 4,000 to 6.000 feet. The entire
phenomenon traveled southeastward
with a high wind, and lasted about 20
minutes.
Bad News.
First Hobe-Itre's a nice go!
Second Hobo-Wot's up now?
"This year's champagne vintage is
billure."-Punch. '
Rivers Under Deserts.
The desert places are flowing with
rivers. The great Sahara, to the south
of Algerla is deriviel reat benefits as
the outeome of a government irrige-
tion mission, which has been Intruste,i
with the task of boring for water at
considerable depths. In many par"
abundant springs have been met whima
rise to the surface and enable cultiva-
tion of land which has long been
waste. Some of the borings may reach
• depth of from 1.650 feet to close upon
2,000 feet. Already It is pcssible lu
certain of the palm groves in the oases
td get double the water formerly avail-
able.
"Illalaklava" Bugles.
Bugles that "sounded the charge of
the Light Brigade at Balaklava" are
as common in England as the original
cherry trees that George Washington
did not cut down are In America. Now
Lord Tredegar, who was one of the
600, says the charge was not sounded:
that the troopers were among the guns
before anyone thought of a bugle
eeder.
Harmless.
"I learned a smattering of ever?
thing, in college," maid she.
"Don't you think that was • bed
Weer some one asked.
you see I didn't get enough of
anything to unfit me for becoming a
real good bousekeeper."-Detroit Free
Preps.
Public Opinion.
She-People say you are
me for my money.
He (hotly)-The miserable slander.
era! I'll sue them in a court of law!
1 won't stand It! I'll Mireewhip 
ru 
'eml
—
She-But, my- dear, all that will
make talk, and it will get into the
newspapers besides.
He-I don't care; I
about that way.
She-You needn't be, my darling
marrying E. H. PUP EAR,
Attorney .t Law
Rooms 5 and- 6 Register
523 1-2 Broadway. Paducah...KY
New 'Phone 490
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
won't be lied
I'll make over my share to my broth-
ers and sisters, and let everybody
know it.
He-Um-er-never mind. Whc
cares what people say? I don't.-N
Y. Weekly.
Need of haste.
On my way to the village the abet
evening I met a married friend run.
nem homewarde at tali speed With i
curious looking parcel, which he car-
ried very gingerly.
"Ilalloa, Jim!" I said, "why this
hurry?"
He did not stop, but Shoeted as he
ran:
"New hat for the site, Will. Run-
Ding home before it's out of fashion'.
-Tit-Bits.
Art, with a Eig "A."
Overheard Outside the Pieta!"
Show. She
-We mina get a cats
catalogue, dear.
He (thinking of the shilling)-
What's the use of that!
She-Why, we shan't know whal
pictures to admire unless we see vrhe
they're by.
Of Course.
Reginald
-Charming widow, isn't
she? They say she is going to marry
again.
Charles-I shouldn't like to be
widow's second husband.
"Well, I'd rather be a widow's no
ond husband than her wet, yob
know."-Cassell's,
Inspired Him.
He-The minister gave a stirring
address on the extravagance of some
women.
She-Yes; and there sat his wife,
right in the the front pew, with a
new three-guinea hat on.-Caasell's.
A Glad Fee-ling, Too.
Minister-I made seven hearts happy
to-day.
Parishioner-How was that?
Minister-Married three couples.
Parishioner-That makes only six
Minister-Well, do you think I did
It for nothing?-TIt-Bits.
Mast Do That
Msr. Subbubs-My new neighbor is a
great borrower.
Mrs. Citiman-And does she never
return anything?
Mrs. St.beuble-Only my visits.-Chi-
cage Sun.
Rosemary.
Artist-You'd be surprised if you
knew the amount of time spent on
that picture.
Friend-Yes; I bear that people
stand in front of it for hours trying to
make out what it is.--Casseles.
Medical Methods.
Young Doctor-It would be all right
to charge him $60 It my diaenosis had
been correct, but it wasn't.
014 Doctor-Ah, then cherge him
4100.-Judge.
Rormidable,
Of Asia we have little fear,
Rut when Matilda carols
We feel that we have with us here
The worst of yeller perils.
-Washington Star.
TOiC111 OP HAB/T,
Fnl!cr Trouble-How did yet first
"me tor be a tramp?
Fuller Woe-Well, yer see, I had er
autoraubite an' I had ter walk home
Ao often dat I got used to IL-Phila-
aelphia Bulletin.
niggle. Folks.
"Dll you go to Norey's hosed warm-
"Yep."
"flow was It "
"As a house warming it was a failure
Too many Boston people there."-Chi-
cago Sun.
Conscientious.
Young Wile-What's the trouble'
Wby do you sit on the edge of the
chair?
HusLand-Well, dear, you know we
are buying it on the Installment plan.
and that's al! I feel entitled to.-Life.
The Cheapest Contributions.
"I have nothing but praise for out
new milliliter."
"So I noticed when the plate rains
round.' --Tit-Mts.
Roveraed.
A.-So you married in haste and re
pented at leisure'
13.-No: I married it leisure and re
pented in haate.--Csasell's, ,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
--LAWYER-
Will practice in all courts of Ken-.
tucky.
Cecil Reed
FLOC) ItNOY & RIO 1) *
1.4% WYERs
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY.
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky.
 4
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGORI
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padu.cah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER*
• WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miler
and -Marble.
LAWYERS.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build*
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251
•
DR. R. E. lifARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
1
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones .355
Office hours 8to to a. m., i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND 1
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4
Columbia Building.
Phone zo4x—Red. ,
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office' over Globe Bank and Trust: •
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, it D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone All.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broaduay-Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone tsp.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
1
PADVCAN, KEN T U C KY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate%
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calendars I
Framed right up to date in five mina
ates time at the
,PADUCAll MUSIC STORE
ohs
Jim Duffy
4o3TA Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 718-R
—
ti4 PLEASANT PLACES,
PLEASANT FRIENDS,
PLEASANT TIMES,
Can be depicted
It you take a
Kod
-,
-7wmajenwif
METHHIST ,
BISHOPS
TWELVE BALLOTS NECES-
SARY TO CHOICE OF AT-]
KINS—TIGERT WON.k
with you. $1 to $20
a Resolution Pa sed Providing for an
Educational Assessment of $50,-
OC 3 a Year.
NS
DRUG STORE.
WANT
WANTED-t-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United Statekof good character and
temperate habstii.'wbe cam speak read
.and write Boglish. For information
apply to Recsustmg offices, New
Rich:wild House. Paducah, Ky.
• A 4 ontract or Weikelc-V—IsIVED*--
. .
wants 2O)nv to jtandle shovel a,
pick at Ilairket Factory, Nlechanio- vine, Tenn., April 18, 1850. He re-
bitr. itz..c. pe,F,,,bastr.
Birmingham, Ala., May 413.—After
a_slay   _hallot ing  in the
Methodist General Conference, which
continued up to 10:30 o'clock at
night, the folio Ning three new bis-
hops were elec•ed:
Doctor Seth Ward, assistant mis-
sionary secreta• • of the church.
Doctor John '. T;gert, book editor.
Doctor Jam:: Atkins, Sunday-
school editor.
Tigert was elected on the firs*
ballot. Ward on the third and At-
kins on the twelfth.
J. J. Tigert was burn in Louisville.
November 25, 1856. He graduated
from Vanderbilt University and from
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary at Louisville. He was
licensed to preach in 1875. He re-
ceived his degree of L. D. from the
University of Missouri.
James Atkins was born in Knox-
-
ived his education in Tennesse -•
WANTED TO RENT—Dwelling
•
-with not less than four rooms on
s c coati floor. Must have modern
conveniences. Will take long lease
on desirable house. Address, X. Y.
Z., this office, locating property and
r.ansing root. , r
WANTED—Bright capable woman
to travel and teach local demonstra-
tors. $15.00 weekly & expenses
Willingness to work more essential
than experience. Smith, Sexton &
Co., 3yo Dearborn, Chicago.
111
A... 70 N. 460 6.4 
011•646.1•646.6.4.6-......
LOST—Between Broadway and
river and Illinois Central shops pig
-kin purse :with sum of money—
Suitable reward if returned to man-
ager Palmer House.
WANTED—Four men to cut tim-
ber. One man to class and stack
lumber. Call on Frank-Chesterfield
Lumber Co., Oaks road; Phone 1458.
NVANTED—Flook case. Give de-
scription and price. .13 a. Care Regi--
ter.,
LOST—Two keys on ring, each
key numbered 11836. Leave at Regis-
ter office.
ENGLERT
BRYANT'S
Specials
Piney Creamery Butter, per lb. 25c
2 lbs. fresh Ginger Snaps for.... t5c
3 pkgs. Nabiscne Wafers for 25c
3 pkgs. Graham Crackers for 25c
2 pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for 15C
Fancy Cakes, per lb. 16c
taker's Chocolate, per lb. '35c
Baker's Sweet Chocolate, per lb. 15c
3 cans Fancy New York Corn for 25c
t cans Fancy Standard Corn for ,25e
2 pkgs. Cream of Wheat for 25c
2 pkgs. Forte for 25e
2 pkgs. Shreded Wheat Biscuit
for 25c
2 pkgii. :rattier Rolled Data for 25c
2 pkgs. 'S" White Line Washing
Pewder for  Sc
7 Bars 'Big Deal Soap for 25c
Fancy Craws qietse, per lb. t SC
2 pkgs. MacarOnl or Spaghetti
for t Se
a Bottles Lemon Extract for  Sc
Fancy Wittig Dove Flour, per
sack 75c
lialliday's Sylph Flour, per sack atac
- 
Half-Ppjanj Flour,. per see-let--
'The
c•liools and was licensed to preach
i 1870. He has been president of
two Methodist schools, is the origi-
nator of the iBible Teachers' Study
Circle, and is the author of several
books.
Doctor Seth Ward was born in
Lean County. Texas, November 1,
t858. and his boyhood days were
spent on a Texas farm. He received
the degree of D. D. from Southwest-
ern University. He was a member
of the Ecumenical Conference in
toot. and has filled numerous ap
pnintments. his present position be-
ing assistant set-teary of the Board
of i1tlissions.
The ordination sermon will be
preached by Bishop Wilson Saturday
afternoon.
Debate on Assessment
A subject which aroused the most
extended debate during the morning
was the cesolution providing for an
educational assessment of $50.0oo a
year for the next four years. The
assessment is divided as follows:
Fifteen thousand dollars for the
Educational Board and _Correspond-
ence school: Ets.000 for extension
work and $20,000 for the education
of the negro race in the South. After
numerous speeches had been made,
the resolution was finally adopted
Temperance Question.
• 'A report frons_the.. committee on
temperance sought to prohibit clergy
and members of the church from
having anything to do with the
liquor trafic and referred especially
to participating in work of dispen-
saries by church members. There
was no lection on the sixth ballot
and adjournment was taken until 8
o'clock.
Bishop Tigert Once Dyove
Louisville Grocery Wagon,
Louisville, Ky., May 17.—From
the driver of an ordinary grocer
wagon to a Methodist bishopric is a
far reach, yet this has come to the
Reverend Doctor John T. Tigert. of
this city, who today was elevated
to the episcopacy by the general con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal
church South, in session in Birm-
ingham.
Bishoo Tieert is a native of Louis-
John T. Tigert is the son of J.
J. Tigert, a pump contractor. The
father was not well fixed in the way
of worldly goods and it became
necessary for the younger Tigert to
surrender his earlier educational op-
portunities to the demands of home,
znd so he became The driver of a
wagon coritinuing in this
humble capacity for five years.
During the nerind of his service
PADUCAHAN'S
MOTHER DIED
MRS. B. J. PURCELL, MOTHER
OF DR PURCELL, DIED AT
AUW/124 KY,
The Funeral Services Will Be Held
This Afternoon Over Remains of
George E. Phillips.
Word yesterday morning from Dr.
C. E. Purcell, the specialist of this
ay, Was -thAt The- night before his
mother, Mrs. Purcell died at her
home in Auburb, Lewis county, Ky..
after only a week's illness. The doc-
tor was summoned there a day or
two ago by her critical condition.
The deceased was sixty years of
r.ge and one of the most prominent
and estimable ladies of that vicinity.
where she has resided for years.
She has many friends in this city
where the information of her death
will be received with deep regret.
Besides her son here, she is sur-
vived by Mr. William Purcell, Mrs.
W. S. Garrett and Misses Elsie and
Dessie Purcell, all of whom reside
at Auburn.
The funeral will occur today at
that city.
Mr. Phillips' Funeral.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
funeral services over the remains of
the late Mr. George E. Phillips will
be conducted at the family residence.
flto Jeffersson street, Rev. W. H.
Pinkerton and Rev. W. W. Arm-
strong officiating. Interment fol-
lows at Oak Grove cemetery.
The honorary pallbearers will be
Messrs. Earl Palmer, H. S. Wells.
James Clements, Louis M. Rieke,
Sr., James A. Rudy and John W.
McKnight. The active pallbearers
are George Flournoy, Nolen W.
van Culin, Hal S. Corbett, Charles
Thompson, Williani Scott and
Horace Shinn.
PERSONAL NOTES.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-1-++
Attorney W. V. Eaton and wife
return this morning from Memphis.
Tenn., he having met her there
while she was en route back from
Texas.
Miss Addie Morrow of Mayfielif
has returned home after visiting
here.
Mirs. ames Everett, of Nashville,
is visiting Mrs. Al Bishop.
Miss Lula Fisher returned yester-
day from visiting in Georgia.
Mrs. Matilda Bodenheimer and
two daughters g0 to Ames, Iowa, to
morrow to live.
Supt. Egan of the I. C., General
Agent John T. Donovan and Major
J. H. AsIcraft left yesterday for
Shiloh park.
Lieut. Wm. Reed of the Evansville
II. S. army recruiting bureau, arrives
today to swear in recrmuits enlisted
at the branch office here.
Mrs. Charles James of Evansville,
Ind., returned home yesterday after
visiting her parents, Judge and Mrs.
D IL Sanders
Mrs. Dr. Young of the county,
yesterday went to Weaverly, Tenn.,
to visit.
Private Detective T. J. Moore
went to Princeton yesterday to work
on a case.
Mrs. Samuel Johnson has returned
from visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Wm. Watts of Kansas City.
Mrs. Alvin C. Atkins of Cordele,
Ga.. is visiting her mother, Mrs.
James tong of Washington street.
Miss Mae Orme has gone to
Shrevesport. La., to visit Mrs
Charles Morris:
Miss Maggie Reeves and nephew
of Golcoada, TII.. returned borne
yesterday after visiting MTS. W. M.
4•0
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.
Reeve.; of South Fourth
guiding' principal In our prescrip- a° groceryman'a roustabout, young
Tigert was a regular attendant at
the Broadway Street Methodist
church.
His earnestness attracted the at-
tention of the pastor, the Reverend
Doctor R. H. Rivers, who gave the
tiny private instruction, and pre-
pared him for entrance to Vander-
bilt Univerelty, from which institu-
tion he obtained an education
tion Work is
Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance
With the doctor's written orders. In
following this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
prescriptions brought to us cannot
fall into the hands of inexperienced
persons, 'bteatrie
EVERY CLERK
iia our store is a registered pharma-
cist.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. , . INCORPORATED. ,
Druggists, Fifth and Wway.1
Both Phones sm.
L.
Prenared Own Monument.
Lexington, Ky.. May
G. Thomas. the nestor of the Ameni•
can turf. was buried in the 'Lexing-
ton Cemetery. where he had ore-
oared a mopumest. leaving a Mac"
for the dafe of his death Mai
Thomas %VP I once sheriff of Fayette
county, and four former sheriffs were
among thLpall-bearers.
Drowned Hinixelf.
Georgetown. Ky., May T!.—John
Howe, aged en. whotie mind ha'
been deranged for some. tims
escaned hitt tsnardq. leaned thronah a
srvindr,w of his home and. rushing, to
the Fikhorn river, drowned himself
•
This afternoon at five cer.k*k_the
steamer Kentucky get out for tht
Tennessee river. She comes back
again next Thursday night.
This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo. She comes back, tonight about
eleven.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
and comes back tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and getting out
immediately for that city, does not
come back again until Tuesday..
The Buttorff will leaverNesitville to
day and getting here tomorrow, lays
until ivflonday morning before depart-
ing for Clarksville.
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincinnati
Sunday or Monday and leaveg ere
Tuesday en route back this wit
The eters Lee gets here todkik
route from Cincinnati to Mernpfa,!.
The City of Saltillo is due to sta,
back next Monday en route out of
the Tennessee river for St. Louis
RUIN IN "RUM AND POLITIGB-
Attorney of Hillsboro, Ill., Blames
Combination and Dies a Suicide.
Hllsboro, Ill., May t8.—Attorney
Wiliam M. Todd of Nokomis, recent-
ly defeated at a primary election for
judge if the Montgomery County
court, killed himself today at his
home by cutting his throat with a
razor. When found by hs family he
was still conscious, and, being un-
able to speak, replied in writng to
questions.Agamming the cause of
his act with the-Words: "Whisky and
politics."
. Ark.,
is visiting his parents-, Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Weeks of Clay street.
Lawyer Frank Lueas returned yes-
terday from Hopkinsville and other
roints where he had been on legal
business.
4.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •I•
—Two weeks ago 16o out of the
196 men employed at the Katterjohn
construction works up at Cedar
Bluff, struck for a 13 per cent. ad-
vance in pay, which was refused.
This crippled the plant temporarily
hut the men finally returned to work,
and everything is running full
force, stated Mr. Katterjohn yester-
day.
—People out around the I C.
yards are preparing to petition the
city officials to pass ordinances pro-
hibiting the loud and promiscuous
blowing of engine whistles that dis-
turb their slumbers nightly.
—Director Adolph Trueman of the
Webb City, Mo., musical conserva-
tory, writes that he will be in Padii-
rah June 5th to see about locating
a branch conservatory here
—Mr. T. E. Derr yesterday re-
signed his position as foreman of
Ben J. Billings printing establish-
ment, and Monday will be suceeded
by Al E. Young
SUNDAY RIVER OUTING
A fine pleasure trip is offerred the
people of Paducah Sunday, May 20th,
by the steamer George Cowling. The
boat leaves wharf at 9:30 a. in. for
Metropolis, and at p. in. for
Metropolis, and Joppa. White peo-
ple only. Returns at 6:30 p. in.
Round trip, 25 cents.
The Best Excuse.
The best excuse is the one that is
never needed.
•
TERRIBLE ITCHING
SCALP RUMOR
Badly Affected With Sores and
Crusts—Extended Down Behind.
e th Ears—Some Years Liter
Painful and Itching Pustules
Broke Out on Lower Part of
Body—Son Also Affected.
AiRIPLE CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"About ten years ago my scalp be-
• as badly affected with sore and
humorst crusts, etc., and extend-
down behind the ears. My hair
41111D• out in places also. I was greatly
troubled; understood it was weans.
Tried various remedies, so called, with-
out effect. Saw your Cuticure, adver-
tisement, and got them at once. Ap-
plied them as to directions, etc., and
after two weeks, I think, of use, was
clear as a whistle.
"I have to state also that late last
fall, October and November, 1904, I
was suddenly afflicted with a had erup-
tion, painful and itching pustule* over
lower part of the body. I suffered
ully. In two months, under the
ul treatment of my doctor, eon-
fothed with Cuticurs Soap and Cuticura
Ointment, I found myself cured.
"Six years ago my son was laid up
• severe cold, a hard oough, and
painful eruption all over tha
procured the Cuticura Remedies
as soon as possible, and after his faith-
ful use of same was as well as ever in
two weeks, as well as I can recall. He
has never had a return of the
as far as I know.
"I have always been pleased to com-
mend the Cuticura Remedies, and testify
as to their efficacy. I am * veteran of
the We Civil A ar, '61-'66, between
seventy and eighty years of Yours
truly, H. M. F. Weiss,se
Christian Co., Aug. 31, 1905."
Complot Itionsal earl loloroml Tholorest Set sisor
Iltmott tres.:=asetel!: hem Wasp
"ells brred: Stisaistiverikell .474,-Etalias tom
1 1 so'sit"Tba.tfirm. vues imor .11,14mt
a16441414 ad^ Ilises. and Mk." •
An Appeal to Traveling Men.
The following notice has for the
past week been posted in hotel regis-
ters thratighout Kansas:
O000ts0000000000
o NOTICE TO TRAVEL-
o ING MEN!
o If convenient kindly avoid
o Lawrence, Kan.,
o May 7, 8, 9 and to, 0
o —On account—
Convention State Federa-
tion of Women's
Clubs.
Eldridge Hotel.
O0000tsis00000000
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1* Firming.
"Do you believe there is any mon-
ey in farming?"
"Lots of it."
"Why is it, then, that so many of
the farmers have such poor-looking
houses and dress so shabbily?"
"They are not the ones who get
the money there is in farming."
A House Divided.
"You used to tell me," she com-
plained, "that you couldn't be happy
when I wasn't with you."
"Well," he sadly replied. "you
used to claim that you liked the
tif tobacco smoke"
HO! HO! FOR CAIRO
Sunday May 20th
$1.00 for e Round Trip
The tral Railway.
wIl run a s train to Cairo on
above date a t base ball game,
Paducah versus Cairo, leaving Union
depot 12:30 noon; Eleventh and
Broadway 12:35, and returning leave
Cairo at 6:30 p. 0Q, or convenience
sf the public ticiciffrevill be on sale
--ea-tCity--T-ir.lcet-Orffoce,5zo-:Brstadw2y  _ _
Sunday cgoo until ra:cto A. M.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
R. M. PRATHER, T. A.,
Union Depot.
EAGLES' ANNUAL'
Excursion
Cairo and Tetuan on the
steamer Louisiana
SUNDAY, MAY 20
Hue B1 Game -
'Paducah vs. Cairo
This boat makes no stops between
Paduca hor Cairo.
Refreshments. Good music
and dancing all way down and
back
No improper characters al-
lowed.
ROUND TRIP 75 CENTS
, Leave Paducah, 3:30 a. en.
Leave Cairo, 5:30 p. ns.
SPECTACLES
EYE GLASSES
Proporly SI Bold Mud
Fitted $2.50
and Solid hid
Adjusted $5.00
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert. Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
L%yOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN "
3e7 Broadway.
Excursion
St. Louis andt Tennessee River 'Pack-
et company--the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
So nn For the Rend Trip toU. MI Tennessee riw & retire
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Beats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
Willy will you suffer?
When
 •••=1,
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
R Has cured others will ewe yes.
Call on Us, Or Phone 33 Or 237 and s"
we willi gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237.
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 33.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lumpl3c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
ST! West Kentucky Coal Co.
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